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**Supplementary Note**

**Consistency of Primary GWAS Results in an Independent Dataset**

In the context of the primary GWAS sample, the sample from deCODE (Methods) is too small to reliably test for replication at individual loci, and instead we use it to show that our SNP associations *en masse* replicate in an independent sample. We conducted two tests of replication. The first used counts of the number of independent, index SNPs whose directions of effect were the same between the discovery and replication samples as a test statistic. Under the null hypothesis of randomly oriented effects, we use the exact binomial test to obtain a one-sided p-value.

Algorithm in R:

```r
binom.test(NSUM - NPOS, NSUM, alternative="less")$p.value
```

NSUM = number of total observations
NPOS = number of same direction observations

For our second test, we calculated the expected number of same direction effects taking into account the discovery magnitude of effect, and the replication effect-estimate precision. For each variant we replicate, we calculate the following probability of matching effect direction:

Algorithm in R:

```r
pnorm(0, abs(log(OR_disc)),sd=SE_repl,lower.tail=F)
```

OR_disc = odds ratio in the discovery summary statistics
SE_repl = standard error in the combined replication summary statistics

Assuming independent associations, we sum these probabilities over the GWS autosomal index SNPs, and derive an expectation that 275.8 of the 308 SNPs (=89.5%) should have the same direction of effect if all the discovery associations are true positives. For details please refer to *Supplementary Table 23*.

Of the index SNPs that were genome wide significant in our primary GWAS, and available from deCODE (N=308), 87% had the same direction of effect in the deCODE cohort, a level greater than expected by chance (Binomial P=6.8x10^{-43}). This is also not significantly different (chi square 1df, P=0.40) from expectation if all the discovery associations are true positives, an expectation which is inflated as it does not allow for the winner’s curse, the phenomenon where discovery effect sizes are overestimated (and therefore so is power to replicate) in imperfectly powered studies. At a more relaxed significance range (P=1x10^{-6} - 5x10^{-8}) of 303 index SNPs available in the deCODE cohort, 226 showed congruent effects. Again, this is significantly different from the null (Binomial P=1.89x10^{-18}), indicating the presence of large numbers of true associations that just fail to meet the GWS threshold.

**Polygenicity versus other sources of Inflation**

In well-powered GWAS of a polygenic disorder where a very large number of true genetic effects exist, the test statistics are expected to be inflated over the null distribution. However, test statistic inflation can also occur as a result of confounding factors such as cryptic relatedness between study participants, and population stratification. Linkage Disequilibrium Score Regression (LDSR) has been widely employed to distinguish between these two broad sources of inflation¹, with deviation of the intercept from 1 being indicative of residual confounding. However, elevation in the LDSR intercept can also deviate from 1 as a
function of greater sample size, particularly for traits with high heritability and consequently, in large sample sizes of highly heritable traits like schizophrenia, the unadjusted LDSR intercept is not a reliable guide to confounding\textsuperscript{2,3}. It has recently been shown that the attenuation ratio statistic, calculated as the value of the \((\text{LDSC}_{\text{intercept}} - 1)/(\text{mean of association chi-square statistics} - 1)\) provides a better measure of the relative effects of polygenicity versus confounding on test statistic inflation that is more robust to sample size and heritability\textsuperscript{2}. In the core PGC datasets (i.e. the 90 cohorts for which we can validly perform LDSR), we observe a mean chi-square of 2.18, and an LDSR intercept of 1.08 (SE 0.02), giving an attenuation ratio of 0.071 (SE 0.014). This is lower than the mean attenuation ratio observed across 23 ancestry restricted GWAS of the UKBiobank\textsuperscript{2} (attenuation ratio 0.078 (SE = 0.006) of anthropometric traits (e.g. height, weight, bone density), haematological measures (e.g. platelet count, white cell count), medical disorders (e.g. type 2 diabetes, respiratory disorders, allergies) and behavioural traits (e.g. neuroticism, education attainment, smoking). It is also less than the mean attenuation ratio obtained from linear mixed model analyses of the same traits in the full European sample of UK Biobank (0.082 (SE 0.005)), implying that confounders are well adjusted for in the present study and that polygenicity contributes to more than 90% of the genome-wide inflation in test statistics.

**Sex based analyses**

**Autosomal**

We performed separate GWAS of males and females and found the genetic correlation (EUR sample alone to avoid ancestry effects) was not significantly different from 1 (\(R_{\text{g,M:F}} = 0.992\) (SE 0.024)). Autosomal wide case-only male-vs-female association analysis identified neither genome wide significant findings nor genomic inflation (Supplementary Table 24, Supplementary Figure 5), and specific analysis of the Primary GWS index SNPs identified no significant evidence of heterogeneity of effect size by sex (allowing for number of tests Supplementary Table 4). Together, the findings show that common variant genetic liability to schizophrenia is similar (and possibly identical) in males and females.

**Schizophrenia XWAS and Dosage Compensation**

For SNP discovery using XWAS, the per-allele effect size of X-chromosome SNPs was estimated in males and females separately using logistic regression, and their summary statistics meta-analysed assuming either a full dosage compensation (FDC) or no dosage compensation (NDC) model\textsuperscript{4}. All analyses were performed on a set of 230,230 common variants (MAF > 0.01), using EUR samples. We estimated the across-SNP average effective sample size of males and females for the X-chromosome as defined for autosomal analyses, and used an estimate of the effective number of markers, previously defined and estimated as \(M_{\text{eff}(X)} = 1300\)\textsuperscript{5}. Subsequently, following previously described methods\textsuperscript{4,5}, we estimated the dosage compensation ratio (DCR) and its SE from the sex-specific summary statistics. Using the same data and methods, we estimated the male-female genetic correlation on the X chromosome and derived its standard errors using a block jackknife method with 1000 blocks.

**Heterogeneity in SNP effects**

To test the difference in the SNP effects between sexes we apply a heterogeneity test under assumption of full dosage compensation (DC). If \(\hat{\beta}_m\) and \(\hat{\beta}_f\) are the male and female per-allele effect estimates, and \(\text{SE}(\hat{\beta}_m)\) and \(\text{SE}(\hat{\beta}_f)\) are their corresponding standard errors, then the test statistic

\[
T_d = \frac{\left(\frac{1}{2}\hat{\beta}_m - \hat{\beta}_f\right)^2}{\frac{1}{4}\text{SE}(\hat{\beta}_m)^2 + \text{SE}(\hat{\beta}_f)^2}
\]

follows a \(\chi^2\)-distribution with one degree of freedom under the null hypothesis of no difference in estimates under full DC assumption.
**Meta-analysis**

The results from the sex-stratified analysis were meta-analysed using the inverse-variance weighted method to identify the top genome-wide significant loci (analyses performed in R). The choice of optimum meta-analysis of the sex-specific results depends on the genotype coding and assumptions of DC\(^5\). That is, under a no DC model, the joint estimates will be unbiased when using per-allele effect estimates in males, while under a full DC model, they are unbiased when the effect estimates in males are from an association analysis with diploid male genotype coding.

**X-chromosome gene inactivation status**

For each top SNP we determined if it is physically located within a gene to infer the presumable gene and its inactivation status according to “Reported XCI status” from\(^6\) (Supplementary Table 24).

**Results X chromosome analyses**

The estimated across-SNP average effective sample size was 58,591 for males and 42,235 for females (Supplementary Table 25). From the XWAS, in the male-female meta-analysis under full DC (FDC) we identified 34 SNPs with \(P< 5 \times 10^{-8}\), which reduce to 4 loci after clumping. Similarly, under no DC (NDC) we identified 37 SNPs with \(P< 5 \times 10^{-8}\) (the same 4 loci). The top 5 SNPs for these loci are presented in Supplementary Table 25, where 3 loci share the same top SNPs and for one locus the top-associated SNPs are different.

The estimate of the DCR for the entire X chromosome from the European samples was 2.12 (SE 0.68), consistent with the expectation of 2.0 under full dosage compensation, albeit with a large standard error. Consistent with the results from the autosomes (\(R_g = 0.992, SE = 0.024\)), the estimate of genetic correlation between males and females was not significantly different from 1 (\(R_{g(X)} = 1.00, SE=0.09\)), and there was no indication of significant heterogeneity for any SNP (Mean \(T_o\) = 1, Max \(T_o\) = 17.1, in line with expectation under a \(\chi^2\)-distribution with one degree of freedom).

The top SNPs from clump1 and clump3 are physically located within genes, annotated to have “Variable escape” (\(NLGN4X\) and \(IL1RAPL1\), respectively). SNPs in clump2 are near/in gene \(CNKSR2\), also annotated with “Variable escape”. Clump 4 is near/in “Inactive” \(PJA1\). In total 3 out of 4 signals are near/in “Variable escape” genes, which are preferentially expressed in the brain (GTEx portal). The mean effect size ratio for the three potential escape SNPs is 1.35 (Top SNPs from FDC meta-analysis) and 1.32 (Top SNPs from NDC meta-analysis). For the SNP near the inactive gene \(PJA1\), the effect size ratio is 1.80.

**Conclusion**

We identified 4 genome-wide significant (GWS) loci in the European samples. The top-associated SNPs for 3 out of the 4 loci are located within or near genes that have been annotated to have variable escape from X-inactivation. These three genes (\(NLGN4X, IL1RAPL1, CNKSR2\)) that variably escape from X-inactivation are preferentially expressed in the brain (GTEx portal). For those 3 loci, the ratio of the effect size estimates in males and females (ratio = 1.35) is consistent with partial escape from X-inactivation. However, X-chromosome wide analysis was consistent with the absence of heterogeneity between the sexes and consistent with the effect of full dosage compensation creating more genetic variance in males than in females (dosage compensation ratio of 2.12, SE 0.68, when the expectation under FDC is 2.0).

**Outcome of 128 independent associations from PGC2 SCZ study (Nature, 2014)**

Details of these results are provided in Supplementary Table 26. We found at least one genome-wide significant SNP in the current discovery analysis within 50kb of the index SNP defining 116 of the 128 genome-wide significant LD clumps we reported in 2014\(^7\), of which 111 were more significant than the discovery index SNP in the previous study. We did not find a genome-wide significant index SNP for 12 of the 128 GWS clumps PGC reported in its last primary study\(^7\) (Supplementary Figure 6). Five of these index SNPs are subsumed into loci that are GWS in the present study after replication with summary statistics from deCODE Genetics (Supplementary Table 26). Of the remaining 7 index SNPs, all but 1 (rs3768644; chr2:72.3Mb) retained SNPs associated at \(P< 5 \times 10^{-8}\) within 50kb of the LD (\(R_2 > 0.1\)) region of the index SNP suggesting they may still be true positives\(^8\), and in the present study, additional random effects are
expected due to re-matching controls to optimize case-control balance, the use of a different imputation reference panel, and a different balance of ancestries in the study (Supplementary Table 26). However, the previously reported index SNP, rs3768644, with no suggestively associated SNPs in the region in the present study is most likely a false positive, notwithstanding a GWS association within 1Mb (Online Methods and Supplementary Figure 6).

Heritability, SNP-based heritability, variance explained in out of sample prediction, and variance explained by genome-wide significant SNPs.

Heritability of SCZ is defined as the proportion of variance in liability attributable to genetic factors and is estimated from the increased risk of SCZ in relatives of those with SCZ. Compared to many other psychiatric disorders there are good data to estimate heritability for SCZ. Any parameter estimated on the liability scale requires a scaling of the estimate which is based on measurements of case/control status, and the scaling requires an estimate of the lifetime risk of disease. The best estimates of lifetime risk of SCZ come in at less than 1% (0.7% in Saha et al9). The most commonly reported estimates of heritability of SCZ are from meta-analysis of relatively small studies10 at 81% (95%CI 73-90%) or from Swedish national records11 of 64% (95% CI 62-68%). Since, there are inherent assumptions in applying models to data, it is prudent to use approximate benchmark values, which we take to be lifetime risk of 1% and heritability ($h^2$) of 70%.

From GWAS data we can estimate the proportion of variance in liability associated with common SNPs, the so-called SNP-based heritability ($h^2_{SNP}$). This is expected to be lower than $h^2$ because it only captures the variance associated with common SNPs measured; the correlation between the measured SNPs and causal variants (particularly those that are uncommon in the population) can be low. $h^2_{SNP}$ has been estimated from SCZ GWAS data sets as they have become available. Even in the first analyses using PGC1 data12 it was noted that the estimates were higher from individual cohorts than when cohorts were combined (International Schizophrenia Consortium (ISC): 0.27 (SE 0.02), Molecular Genetics of Schizophrenia (MGS): 0.31 (0.03), ISC+MGS: 0.25 (0.01); all other PGC1 cohorts combined; 0.27 (0.02), all PGC1 together: 0.23 (0.01), implying real (e.g., population specific) or technical (e.g., genotyping array) contributions to these estimates.

Since 2014 it has become common to estimate SNP-based heritability from GWAS summary statistics. In order to capture the correlation structure in the genome which induce correlations between SNP effect sizes these methods integrate GWAS summary statistics with a data file summarising LD. Since LD is population specific and depends on allele frequencies which differ between populations, SNP-based heritability methods can only be applied (currently) to GWAS summary statistics derived from a single ancestry. In this section we focus on the EUR ancestry summary statistics as this is the largest ancestry represented which therefore affords the most precise estimate. Here we The first such method was LDscore regression (LDSR)13,14. In the present study (PGG3), the LDSR estimates for EUR are $h^2_{SNP} = 0.21$ (SE 0.008) assuming lifetime risk of 1%, and $h^2_{SNP} = 0.19$ (SE 0.007) for lifetime risk of 0.7% (demonstrating the small impact of the lifetime risk estimate in this range). However, LDSR has been shown13,14 to underestimate $h^2_{SNP}$. Despite biases in LDSR for $h^2_{SNP}$ estimates, LDSR estimates of genetic correlation are robust, as are $h^2_{SNP}$ enrichment analyses for genomic annotations e.g., exonic sequence15 or cell-type-enriched expression16. More recent methods of estimating $h^2_{SNP}$ from GWAS summary statistics do not provide downward biased estimates using simulated data17,18, and provide higher estimates when applied to real data19. In simulated data sets it can be shown that $h^2_{SNP}$ estimates are less biased and more accurate (lower s.e.) when LD is calculated from the data that are used for calculating the GWAS summary statistics. In applications to real data where the GWAS is a meta-analysis of many cohorts of approximately similar ancestry (e.g. collectively European), the results seem relatively robust to the choice of LD reference. One method to estimate $h^2_{SNP}$ from GWAS summary statistics is SBayesS18; when applied to PGC-SCZ data, using the GERA20 LD reference, the estimates are PGC21: 0.21 (s.e. 0.006), and current PGC3 (EUR) 0.24 (0.007).

SBayesS also estimates other genetic architecture parameters: polygenicity ($\pi$) and selection ($S$) parameters, where $\pi$ is the proportion of (HapMap3) SNPs estimated to be causal and $S$ describes the effect size-MAF relationship. Using PGC3 (EUR) the estimate of $\pi$ is 4% and an $S$ value of -0.6. These values are best interpreted relative to the estimates for other traits/diseases/disorders18. Relative to other traits, $\pi$ of 4% is high, while $S$ of -0.6 is similar to other traits.
While $h^2_{SNP}$ measures the total variance associated with common SNPs, it does not reflect the variance attributable to the specific associations that we have been identified. While the $h^2_{SNP}$ is not expected to change with sample size (given the same SNP set), the number – and hence variance attributed to specific identified associations is expected to increase with increasing sample size. One way to assess this is by considering the variance explained by genome-wide significant (GWS) SNPs. The variance explained by an individual associated locus can be approximated by using the effect size estimate and the allele frequency, and converting to the liability scale (for example, implemented in INDI-V$^{[21]}$). For PGC1+SWE$^{[22]}$, and PGC2$^{[7]}$, the number of LD independent ($r^2<0.1$) GWS associations are 24 and 108 respectively, while in the core PGC dataset, the number of conditionally independent GWS associations is 277. Applying a lifetime risk of 1% the variance obtained from summing the estimates of variance from the autosomal SNPs from each study are: 1.3%, 3.4%, and 6.8% representing an increase in PGC2 and PGC3 over PGC1 of 2.7 and 5.2-fold respectively. It is well-recognised that these estimates of variance explained will be biased upwards for two reasons. First, the effect sizes are estimated from within the data are biased upwards by winner’s curse. Second, although chosen to be approximately independent by local LD, they are unlikely to be independent if fitted jointly in a model, and this becomes more problematic as the number of GWS associations increase (although we have endeavoured to mitigate this in PGC3 by using only SNPs that are independent in stepwise regression). Hence, we regard this current estimate of 6.8% as inaccurate, inflated, but include it here to link to estimates reported in previous publications, and for transparency.

The most robust estimate of the variance explained by GWAS associated SNPs is to use out-of-sample prediction, estimating a polygenic risk score (PRS) as the weighted sum of risk alleles calculated in a (target) sample with known case/control status but independent of the GWAS (discovery) sample (Methods). There are now several methods available to calculate PRS and the methods differ in two key ways: which SNPs (or other associated variants) to include in the score and what weights or effect sizes to allocate to them. Here, we use the basic p-value thresholding method ($P+T$ also known as $C+T$) which had its first application to SCZ data (ISC cohort$^{[23]}$) and has been used in PGC1+SWE$^{[21]}$ and PGC2$^{[7]}$ publications. Briefly, the full SNP set ($MAF > 0.10$) is clumped (i.e., retains the most associated SNP in a region, but removes any SNP in LD $r^2 > 0.1$ with it), then the SNPs used to generate the PRS are selected on association p-value ($P_T$ threshold). In the ISC, PGC1+SWE and PGC2 publications, the MGS cohort (2,687 cases and 2,656 controls) was removed from the discovery GWAS, and this new GWAS was used to derive risk alleles for PRS analysis in the MGS cohort, and to calculate the variance explained in case-control status, which was reported as Nagelkerke’s $R^2$. In the ISC study (2009), the maximum Nagelkerke’s $R^2$ was 3.2%. In various waves of PGC data, this increased to 6.0% in 2013, 18.4% in 2014 and in the present study, 21.2% was the maximum variance explained (which reflected p-value thresholds in the GWAS; ISC:0.5, PGC1+SWE 0.10, PGC2: 0.05, PGC3 (ALL ancestries): 0.1). These values acknowledge that there is predictive association information in associations that do not pass the genome-wide significance threshold, and that PRS prediction is robust to the inclusion of some false positive associations. Reporting Nagelkerke’s $R^2$ in this context can be informative because the comparison is made in a single cohort (MGS) to evaluate the effect of increasing power of the increasing sample size of discovery GWAS. However, when comparisons are made across different target cohorts the Nagelkerke’s $R^2$ can be difficult to interpret because for the same liability variance in a population sample, the Nagelkerke’s $R^2$ increases as the proportion of cases included in the sample increases to 50% (then decreases again). Alternative evaluation statistics include the AUC statistic which can be interpreted as the probability that a case ranks higher than a control when a randomly selected case and control are compared on their PRS, and hence is not dependent on proportion of cases in the sample. Again, benchmarking against the MGS, in 2014, we obtained in PGC2 a value of 0.72$^{[7]}$ and now in the present study (PGC3 (ALL ancestries)), we obtain an AUC of 0.74. To allow comparison with statistics such as $h^2$ and $h^2_{SNP}$ between different target samples, it is also useful to present result as variance explained by PRS on the liability scale, notwithstanding the need to assume a lifetime risk of SCZ to make the transformation (here we use 1%). On the liability scale the maximum variance explained for MGS using PGC2 data was 8.4% and now using PGC3 (ALL ancestries) it is 9.9%. It is noteworthy that AUC is calculated without including ancestry principal components in the model, which are included in the models used to calculate all other statistics. However, the impact is likely small; converting the liability scale variance (which has been estimated after accounting for the other covariates) to AUC using normal distribution theory generates an AUC for MGS using the PGC2 GWAS of 0.71, and using PGC3 (ALL ancestries) of 0.74.
We also conducted leave-one-sample out PRS analyses, in which each of 98 cohorts from the core PGC dataset is removed from the full discovery meta-analysis (including the African American and Latino samples) in turn and PRS calculated in the left-out-cohort (Online Methods). Across all cohorts, the median p-value threshold that maximised the out-of-sample prediction in the left-out cohort was \(p_T = 0.05\). At this threshold, the median variance in liability explained is 7.3%, while genome-wide significant SNPs explain 2.4%. To allow comparison with earlier work, we also calculate using the leave-one out design, the median variance explained in the PGC2 cohorts. In our earlier study, when PGC2 is used as a discovery sample the median variance in liability explained was 7.0%; this now increases to 8.5% in the PGC2 cohort when the present (PGC3 (ALL ancestries)) GWAS is used as the discovery sample. Note also that this is considerably higher than the median value of 7.3% across all PGC3 cohorts, likely as a result of the increased representation in PGC3 of samples of non EUR ancestry which have lower variance explained (Extended Data Figure 1) presumably due to the predominance of European ancestry cohorts in our discovery GWAS.

The relationship between liability to schizophrenia and PRS can also be expressed in terms of an odds ratio (OR), recognising that the magnitude of OR depends also on lifetime risk of the disorder. Across all ancestries in the Primary GWAS, the top centile of PRS is associated with an OR for schizophrenia relative to the rest of the sample of 5.6 (CI 4.9-6.5) (Supplementary Table 6). This is larger than reported for a number of other common disorders, but is insufficient for a diagnostic tool in general populations given the low lifetime risk for the disorder. However, PRS can be valuable in a research setting, e.g., identifying brain imaging risk correlates. As the relevant research methods often depend on biomarkers derived from the application of expensive and time-consuming technologies that are difficult to measure in the population as a whole, studies often depend on sampling from the extremes of liability in the population. In that context, we note that the OR for schizophrenia between the lowest and highest centiles is considerable using the Primary GWAS (OR across all ancestries, top v bottom centile = 39 (CI 29-53). Underscoring the need for better representation of populations of different ancestries in the GWAS, much lower values are obtained in the African American sample (OR=4.8) albeit with very wide CI (0.35-66). Full details of out-of-sample predictions are available (Supplementary Table 6, Supplementary Table 27 and Supplementary Table 5) and summarised in Extended Data Figure 2.

**Conditional Analysis**

Using the same definitions as for the primary analysis, we defined 248 distinct associated genomic loci (5 on the X-chromosome) with in the core PGC dataset. Since the LD information in the reference panel incompletely reflects the true genotypic correlations between SNPs in our study data, we performed a stepwise conditional approach. For that we repeated association testing and meta-analysis (see Online Methods), adding in the most significant SNP’s dosages as a covariate. If the most-associated SNP in the resulting meta-analysis showed an association p-value of less than 1x10^{-6}, we repeated the analysis, fitting the second best SNP as an additional covariate. We repeated this process until no SNP in the region achieved \(p<1x10^{-6}\). Out of the 248 regions, 225 regions had a single signal (5 on the X-chromosome), 20 showed two independent signals, 1 region showed three independent signals, and 2 regions showed four independent signals. No regions harboured more than 4 independent signals with the above definition, resulting in 276 conditionally independent signals. The results are presented in Supplementary Table 10b and Supplementary Figure 7 shows region plots for the stepwise conditioning in the order of original significance.

We also searched for long-range dependencies. Here we tested the independent autosomal signals for conditional independence, testing all pairs. We defined residual dependency as a loss of signal of more than two orders of magnitude when one region is conditioned against another. In three instances we found partial dependency across genomic regions, two in close proximity (chr12:122.8-123.1Mb and chr2:200.3-200.5Mb) and one spanning the centromere of chromosome 5 (chr5:46-50Mb). In Supplementary Table 28 we show all tested pairs of conditionally independent SNPs within a long-range conditional test (N= 271*270 = 73,170 autosomal pairs). In Supplementary Figure 8 we present two histograms of all p-value changes separately for (i) within chromosomes (Type 1+2) and (ii) across chromosomes (Type 3), each with the full y-axis range and a zoomed version to demonstrate single events. With the cross-chromosomal distribution we demonstrate that a p-value change of more than two orders of magnitude is not observed, confirming the expectation of no cross-chromosome dependency.
On the X-chromosome, we did not observe any secondary signal, or long-range dependency across regions (Supplementary Figure 7).

**FINEMAP**

While accurately fine-mapping results of a meta-analysis is possible using summary statistics, it has been shown that mismatches in LD patterns between the GWAS data and the LD reference panel can result in false positive causal SNPs being inferred, a situation which cannot be solved by shrinkage methods as previously proposed\(^{26}\). Given such mismatches are likely for a large multi-ancestry sample such as ours, we did not employ a reference panel for our analysis. We instead calculated LD matrices for each locus within each sample by applying LD-Store v1.1\(^{26}\) to the same allelic dosage data employed for the GWAS. Individual matrices were then combined at each region by calculating a weighted average based on their effective sample size\(^{27}\) (code available at: https://github.com/Pintaius/LDmergeFM). To avoid errors in the resulting LD structure caused by overlapping markers being improperly processed by any software we use, tri- and tetra-allelic SNPs were discarded in this stage. FINEMAP v1.4\(^{28}\) was then applied to resolve each region, allowing for up to maximum of \(k=5\) causal SNPs. For each region and most probable \(k\) model, 95% credible sets of causal SNPs were computed using the method implemented within the software, and posterior probabilities derived from the best-fitting causal model. Expected numbers of causal SNPs (\(K\)) for each region were derived from the FINEMAP output, specifically from the model-based probabilities of each evaluated number of causal (\(k\)) SNPs as follows:

\[
K = \sum_{k=1}^{k_{\text{max}}} (k \times P(k))
\]

Where \(k = 1, \ldots, k_{\text{max}}\); \(k_{\text{max}}\) is the largest number of causal SNPs evaluated for the clump and \(P(k)\) is the probability that the clump contains exactly \(k\) causal SNPs.

Models with large numbers of expected causal SNPs might reflect multiple causal associations, but they can also be artefacts of other features of the data including complex LD patterns\(^{26}\), differences in sample sizes for each SNP\(^{30}\), low power to discern independent association signals\(^{29}\) and associations driven by complex genetic variation (e.g. repetitive or structural variation)\(^{30}\). Thus, for downstream analysis, we focussed on 249 regions with low numbers of expected causal SNPs (\(K<3.5\)). Of these, 75% (\(N=186\)) had the same expected number of causal SNPs as there were conditional associations. For the other 25%, FINEMAP detected more complex association patterns with 1 (\(N=45\)), 2 (\(N=7\)) or 3+ (\(N=4\)) extra signals. At 5 regions, FINEMAP inferred 1 fewer causal variant than did the conditional analysis.

As a check of the assigned posterior probabilities for SNPs, we used a trans-ancestry method of fine-mapping\(^{31}\). As this method assumes a single causal variant for each locus instead of the multiple models that FINEMAP can accommodate, we compared its results with those from our primary analysis in \(K\leq1.5\) loci, obtaining highly consistent estimates of posterior probability (adjusted \(r^2=0.96\); Supplementary Figure 9) and providing additional confidence in the mapping. Additionally, we also estimated each SNP causal posterior probability in an alternative manner, using the “posterior probability of inclusion” method\(^{32}\), which is averaged across all FINEMAP causal models (Supplementary Table 11d). This alternate definition might be of use for further statistical modelling or variant prioritisation studies in schizophrenia, though we note it was highly correlated (\(r^2=0.97\)) with the metric we used to derive our main results.

**Mutation intolerance metrics in fine-mapped genes**

We extracted all genes tagged by FINEMAP from the Ensembl VEP annotation, which expands the GENCODE boundaries by 5kb to account for upstream/downstream flanking regulatory regions. To assess whether genes tagged by FINEMAP credible sets displayed greater signatures of mutation intolerance (here defined as the upper boundary of the gnomAD O/E LoF statistic, “LOEUF”) than others, we used two approaches. For quantitative testing, since the LOEUF distribution is heavily skewed\(^{33}\), we used the “augmented” Mann-Whitney test proposed by Vermeulen and colleagues\(^{34}\). This test can be adjusted for covariates while retaining power and control of the type I error rate. For binary testing, we used logistic regression and a definition of loss-of-function intolerant gene consistent with previous research.
analyses) of which all were genome-wide significantly associated (or for those detected first in blood, first in blood), 85 met the inclusion criteria for EpiXcan and/or FUSION (PsychENCODE and fetal tissue Supplementary Table 17e).

To test if our results were robust to methodology, we applied FUSION the Extended GWAS. (Supplementary Table 17d)

Supplementary Figure 10b; SMR locus plots are provided (Supplementary Table 17c).

In order to ascertain the relationship between the FINEMAP posterior probability (defined for each SNP) and the LOEUF metric (defined for each gene), we calculated the cumulative posterior probability of all genes contained within the FINEMAP credible set (K<3.5), defined as the sum of the probabilities of every SNP within their boundaries. Due to the skewness of the LOEUF metric, we used a regression model with a gamma link function to estimate the association between LOEUF and cumulative posterior probability, using gene length and expected number of causal SNPs within each clump (K) as covariates. Within the set of FINEMAP genes, the proportion of the posterior probability captured by SNPs increased as a function of LOEUF (Supplementary Table 15b).

Summary Based Mendelian Randomisation

In O’Brien et al the eQTL data set used gene expression levels measured by RNA-Seq in the human fetal brain (n = 120). It consists of ~5.8 million SNPs for 28,875 genes. The PsychENCODE adult brain data set was an eQTL data set with gene expression levels measured by RNA-Seq in tissue from predominantly the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, a meta-analysis of 3 data sets. This data set consists of ~2.2 million SNPs for 24,560 genes. The eQTLGen data set was from a meta-analysis of cis-eQTL data sets, with gene expression levels measured by microarray in peripheral blood. It consists of ~10.8 million SNPs for 19,250 genes. Cis-eQTL effects were in standard deviation (SD) units of expression levels.

Full details of all SMR Results are given in Supplementary Table 16. In fetal brain, the small sample size and therefore low power to discover eQTLs (N=120) meant that only 754 genes had significant (P_eQTL<5.0x10^-8 ) eQTLs for SMR testing (Methods) but nevertheless, fetal brain is of interest as gene expression at this time may be of high relevance to a disorder with a neurodevelopmental component. Using this eQTL dataset, we identified 21 genes with significant SMR associations (significance for 754 tests; P_SM=6.6x10^-5), and none were rejected by the HEIDI test (Supplementary Table 17a). The larger (N ~ 32k) PsychENCODE data set had 10,890 genes with significant eQTLs associated with gene expression in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of the brain, excluding the extended MHC region. From these we identified 81 significant SMR associations (P_SM<4.6x10^-5) that were not rejected by the HEIDI test (Supplementary Table 17b). Recognising that many eQTLs are shared across tissues, we next exploited the power of eQTL data from whole blood (N ~32k). To retain relevance to brain, we used only eQTLs from the 7,803 genes that had eQTLs in both brain and blood. Fifty-five of these genes had significant SMR associations (P_SM<6.4x10^-5) and were not rejected by HEIDI; 26 of these were significantly (P_SM<9.1x10^-5) associated with the same direction of effect in the SMR analysis of brain (Supplementary Table 17c).

SMR locus plots are provided (Supplementary Figure 10ab; exemplar SMR plot for the SETD6 locus, Supplementary Figure 10b; exemplar conditional analysis using GCTA-COJO, Supplementary Figure 11). In total, there were 116 unique genes identified through the SMR & HEIDI analyses above (Supplementary Table 17d), 101 of which had eQTLs that mapped within the loci that were significant in the Extended GWAS.

To test if our results were robust to methodology, we applied FUSION and EpiXcan to the same brain eQTL datasets used for SMR and obtained excellent cross method consistency (Online Methods and Supplementary Table 17e). Of the 86 SMR associations from adult brain tissue (including those identified first in blood), 85 met the inclusion criteria for EpiXcan and/or FUSION (PsychENCODE and fetal tissue analyses) of which all were genome-wide significantly associated (or for those detected first in blood, expected, this group remains enriched for schizophrenia susceptibility genes.

(LOEUF≤0.35). A gene length covariate (in kilobases) was used in all analyses with either method. FINEMAP genes were more mutation intolerant (i.e. had a lower median loss-of-function (LOEUF) metric) than the remaining protein-coding genes at the loci (Supplementary Table 15a).

We also looked at the proportion of genes that meet a categorical definition of mutation intolerance in our FINEMAP set (LOEUF ≤ 0.35). Of genes within the genome-wide significant locus boundaries that were not tagged by FINEMAP, 15% were mutation intolerant as defined by this metric compared with 41% of the prioritised FINEMAP (OR. 3.03 [95%CI=1.64-5.60]; P=3.93x10^-3). The rate of mutation-intolerance in genes tagged by a FINEMAP credible SNP (k<3.5), but that did not meet the prioritisation criteria, was about half way between these two at 30% (OR=2.15 [95%CI=1.58-2.93]; P=1.08x10^-4), suggesting that as expected, this group remains enriched for schizophrenia susceptibility genes.

In order to ascertain the relationship between the FINEMAP posterior probability (defined for each SNP) and the LOEUF metric (defined for each gene), we calculated the cumulative posterior probability of all genes contained within the FINEMAP credible set (K<3.5), defined as the sum of the probabilities of every SNP within their boundaries. Due to the skewness of the LOEUF metric, we used a regression model with a gamma link function to estimate the association between LOEUF and cumulative posterior probability, using gene length and expected number of causal SNPs within each clump (K) as covariates. Within the set of FINEMAP genes, the proportion of the posterior probability captured by SNPs increased as a function of LOEUF (Supplementary Table 15b).
significant corrected for multiple testing), all with the same direction of effect. Of 21 SMR significant SMR genes in fetal brain, 19 of 20 that were also testable in fetal brain with FUSION were genome-wide significantly associated.

Moreover, we found strong consistency of effects across development; 17 of the SMR genes from fetal brain were testable in adult brain by FUSION or EpiXcan of which 16 were significant (corrected for 34 tests) in both methods. All significant associations were in the same direction using adult or fetal brain eQTLs (Supplementary Table 17e), with the notable exception of ABCB9, where our analyses predict schizophrenia is associated with higher expression in adult brain, but lower expression in fetal brain.

Prioritising SMR Genes

Combining eQTL and GWAS Fine-mapping
It has been shown that most causal variants are physically close to, and in strong LD with, the top associated GWAS signals, and that causal and the top associated variants typically have small minor allele frequency (MAF) differences. It has also been shown that the mapping precision of GWAS increases with increased association test-statistic. If a gene is associated with schizophrenia through the same causal variant, then the mapping precision of the top eQTL for the gene site is generally expected to be higher than that of the GWAS top SNP because the test-statistic of the former is often larger than the latter. For each schizophrenia-associated gene identified from the SMR and HEIDI analysis above, we used the top cis-eQTL as the focal variant and selected sequence variants from the 1000 Genomes Project (European sample) as a credible set of causal variants using criteria which have been reported to capture around 75% of the causal variants underlying index associations detected using GWAS arrays, physical distance < 100Kb, MAF difference < 0.05, and LD > 0.8. We then used the FINEMAP data to sum the posterior probabilities of all these SNPs to estimate the posterior probability that these candidate causal eSNPs includes a variant that is also causal for disorder.

Combining SMR, FINEMAP and chromatin conformation analysis
Previous studies have demonstrated the value of credible SNP annotation using chromatin interactome data to prioritise candidate genes implicated by GWAS loci. Informed by previous findings demonstrating a positive correlation between Hi-C chromatin interacting SNPs and eQTLs for the same gene, we chose to use Hi-C to add weight to the confidence of the SMR results and thus prioritise SMR genes on this basis. Indeed previous reports suggest that such SNPs (that are in Hi-C contacts and eQTLs) show stronger associations than QTLs in promoters or exons (as indicated by the QTL P value). Thus we sought to identify SMR genes that were supported by having high confidence Hi-C contacts from credible SNPs (K ≤ 3.5) to the promoter of the same gene (Supplementary Table 18).

The Hi-C dataset we employed to annotate our credible SNPs has shown highly consistent results against other brain Hi-C datasets but includes data of a greater depth. This dataset and chromatin interactome map was derived using “easy Hi-C” (eHi-C) of post-mortem human brain (N=3 adult temporal cortex and N=3 fetal cortex) to generate 1.32 billion high-confidence regulatory chromatin interactions defined as those interactions with $P<2.31\times10^{-11}$ (Bonferroni correction of 0.001 for 43,222,677 possible interactions) that intersected open chromatin, active histone marks, or brain-expressed transcription start sites consistent with enhancer-promoter (E-P) or promoter-promoter (P-P) interactions. E-P and P-P interactions were identified using cortical functional data from the same developmental stage; detailed Methods available in Giusti-Rodríguez et al. We identified 10kb resolution E-P and P-P contacts which ranged between 20kb and 2Mb apart.

We prioritised all genes identified both by Hi-C and SMR regardless of developmental stage, given the small sample size and relative low power of the fetal brain expression dataset. We would stress that we consider this methodologically independent evidence from two functional annotation sources to be sufficient for prioritisation purposes of SMR-identified genes, but that this approach should not be used to relegate or rule out other SMR genes, since there are technical differences in the genomic distance ranges covered by Hi-C and eQTL methods and hence not all SMR-identified SNP-genes pairs are covered by the Hi-C data. Finally,
for the Hi-C SNP and SMR gene interactions we also calculated the cumulative posterior probability, and the proportion of total posterior probability in the clump, of the credible SNPs in the Hi-C anchor (10kb resolution) which interacts with the promoter of the SMR gene for both adult and fetal derived data (Supplementary Table 18).

**Potential Heterogeneity due to Sample Ascertainment**

To explore the observed differences between cohorts in the predictive ability of PRS, we performed a series of meta-analyses within subgroups. Based on the sample descriptions, cohorts were organised into subgroups according to 4 criteria: 1) Case definition: Cases defined as (i) schizophrenia, (ii) schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, (iii) schizophrenia spectrum disorder (including non-affective psychosis). 2) Controls definition: Whether controls were (i) screened or (ii) unscreened for schizophrenia or other psychoses. 3) Recruitment setting: Whether sample collection was performed in (i) hospital/inpatient setting, including treatment-resistant cases treated with the antipsychotic clozapine, (ii) community or outpatient clinics, and (iii) mixed including inpatient and outpatient recruitment. 4) Diagnostic strategy: Whether final diagnosis of cases was ascertained through (i) consensus between psychiatrists according to DSM or ICD criteria, (ii) diagnostic interviews (including SCID\textsuperscript{45}, SCAN\textsuperscript{46}, MINI\textsuperscript{47}, CASH\textsuperscript{48}, structured psychiatric assessment), (iii) review of medical records or hospital registers, and (iv) a mixed strategy using a combination of the previous methods. Cohorts with missing or inconclusive information were excluded from the relevant subgroup analysis.

Analyses were restricted to cohorts of European ancestry, given the impact of ancestry on PRS. For each sample, we calculated the variance explained on the liability scale using $P_T = 0.05$. Given the considerable heterogeneity of the estimates as measured with the $I^2$ statistic\textsuperscript{49} (all $I^2 > 75\%$), meta-analyses across the samples with the relevant defining characteristics were performed with the Der Simonian and Laird random effects model\textsuperscript{50}. We compared the pooled variance explained and its confidence intervals for each subgroup with the pooled estimate of all the remaining cohorts.

Algorithm in R:

```
SE <- sqrt(SEg^2+SEo^2)
z <- (Mg-Mo)/SE
P.z <- pnorm(z, lower.tail = TRUE)
# Mo, SEo the mean and standard error of the pooled estimate for all the other cohorts, excluding the tested subgroup
```

PRS had increased predictive ability in samples which by ascertainment are likely to be enriched for the most severe cases, i.e. hospitalized patients including those treated with clozapine (liability scale variance explained 0.10, 95\% CI 0.09-0.11; $p = 0.003$ for the difference from remaining cohorts). Pooled effects of subgroups clustered by case definition, screening of controls, or diagnostic strategy did not differ from the overall mean (Supplementary Figure 12).
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**Supplementary Figures**

**Supplementary Figure 1**
For Supplementary Figure 1a see file "Supplementary Figure 1a - 282 autosomal Replication region plots - July2021.pdf", for 1b, see file "Supplementary Figure 1b - 5 x-chromosomal Replication region plots.pdf".

Supplementary Figure 1 legend:

Region plots: We show region plots (265 on the autosome in Figure (a) and 5 on ChrX in Figure (b)) for each of the associated loci with each page in the document containing a region plot for a single associated locus. The x-axis is chromosomal position (in kb) and the y-axis is the significance of association represented as $-\log_{10}(p\text{-value})$, a two-sided test from the fixed effects meta-analysis of variant effects, unadjusted for multiple comparisons. The green line shows the genome-wide significance level ($p=5\times10^{-8}$). Dot size is proportional to LD between the plotted SNP and the index SNP defining the associated region.

Colour scheme: If only a single index SNP in the region, colour is based on degree of LD to the single index SNP as represented by R2. Legend for R2 is given in upper left corner. If a locus contains multiple independent index SNPs, each index SNP is denoted by a different colour. LD to each index SNP is denoted by the intensity of the same colour. Details of index SNPs are given in the upper right corner (labelled in blue): snp=SNP (or indel) name, p =association p-value, or = odds ratio for the minor allele, maf = minor allele frequency, info = imputation quality, direction denotes the consistency of the allelic association enrichment across all the studies N_one_direction –N_other_direction –missing (Note: for x-chromosomal regions we performed a meta analysis of meta-analyses, that’s why this information adds up to only 5 in Fig 1b, please compare with Legend of Supplementary Figure 2). Black triangles denote p-values from the fixed effect meta-analysis additionally including replication data (also indicated by +rep) and are only shown for index SNPs. Genes (in green) in lower half of the plot: annotated based on UCSC (August 2017 freeze) with black vertical lines for exons. Arrowheads denote the direction of transcription. To minimize complexity, in some plots we exclude SNPs with fixed effect meta-analytic P-values above certain thresholds (indicated by filter: $p < x$). The blue line denotes regional recombination rates derived from HapMap. A) Autosomal B) X chromosome
**Supplementary Figure 2**

For Supplementary Figure 2a see file "Supplementary Figure 2a - 337 autosomal Replication forest plots.pdf", for 2b see file "Supplementary Figure 2b - 5 x-chromosomal Replication forest plots.pdf".

Supplementary Figure 2 Legend:

Forest plots: Listing all 329 index SNPs with genome wide significance after combination with replication summary statistics. 324 autosomal SNPs in Fig 2a, 5 SNPs on chromosome X in Fig 2b

First row: SNP identifier, Allele1/Allele2 and chromosome:position.

Second row gives the direction of the SNP in each study in the cohort collection meta-analysis. There are two cohort collections here “PGC_SCZ wave2 only” and “PGC_SCZ wave3 (excl. wave2)” described below. Here “het_P” and “het_I” stand for heterogeneity-significance and heterogeneity-strength between these cohort sets.

The left-hand side table lists details of distinct sub-meta analyses:

1. **ngt**: N of genotyped (not imputed) cohorts on this SNP.
2. **info**: Imputation quality (weighted over cohorts).
3. **p_value**: Significance.
4. **f_ca(n)**: Frequency of A1 in cases (number of cases).
5. **f_co(n)**: Frequency of A1 in control (number of control).
6. **ln(OR)**: Natural log of odds ratio and **STDerr**: standard error.
7. **PGC_SCZ wave3 eur only**: Discovery, all European cohorts wave3 combined.
8. **PGC_SCZ wave3 asin only**: Discovery, all Asian cohort in wave3 combined. “(nan)” if SNP has MAF < 1% in the Asian meta-analysis and therefore does not contribute to the final meta analytic results.
9. **PGC_SCZ wave2 only**: Discovery, approximation of PGC SCZ wave2 including European and Asian cohort collection.
10. **PGC_SCZ wave3 excl. wave2**: Wave3 — including European and Asian cohorts and excluding approximate PGC SCZ wave2 cohort collection.
11. **PGC_SCZ wave3 incl. wave2**: Final discovery meta-analysis.
13. **PGC_SCZ wave3 incl. wave2 and replication**: Summary statistics from discovery and replication meta-analysis.

Plot on the right side: The x-axis shows natural log of odds ratio ln(OR). Each box and diamond along the y-axis show an effect size taken from the table on the left. The horizontal line passing through box and the outer edges of diamonds correspond to the 95% CI around the effect size. Size of box or diamond is proportional to the corresponding significance (more significant is larger) of each effect. Vertical red line shows no/zero effect (OR=1.0).

For SNPs on chromosome X the displayed sub-results are changed slightly:

1. **wave3 (incl. wave2) eur males**: Discovery, all European cohorts wave3 combined, male only.
2. **wave3 (incl. wave2) eur females**: Discovery, all European cohorts wave3 combined, female only.
3. **wave3 (incl. wave2) asin males**: Discovery, all Asian cohorts wave3 combined, male only.
4. **wave3 (incl. wave2) asin females**: Discovery, all Asian cohorts wave3 combined, female only.
5. **wave3 (incl. wave2) trios**: Discovery, wave3 combined, trios only.
Supplementary Figure 3

Supplementary Figure 3 legend:
**Associations between schizophrenia cell types from the mouse nervous system.** The mean of strength of association evidence using two enrichment methods (-log_{10} P_{MAGMA}, -log_{10} P_{LDSC}) between schizophrenia and gene expression specificity derived from single cell RNA-seq\(^{24}\) is shown for 265 mouse cell types tested. Details of all cell type definitions are given at URL: [http://mousebrain.org/celltypes/](http://mousebrain.org/celltypes/). The bar colour indicates whether the cell type is significantly associated with both methods (i.e. MAGMA and LDSR), one method or none. The black vertical line represents the significance threshold corrected for the total number of tests. We also analysed previous waves of PGC schizophrenia GWAS\(^{11,21}\) shown for comparison.
Cohort: CLZ2A

PCA analysis of CLZ2A case control sample: Cases included individuals of diverse ancestries, including admixed individuals, whereas the controls were essentially of European ancestry. Restricting to individuals with PCA1 < 0.0 and PCA2 < 0.01 - excluding 1553 cases and 60 controls in the process- led to a reduction in Lambda-QC from 45.45 to 1.4 before inclusion of PCA covariates when it further dropped to 1.136. The excluded samples are of multiple ancestries and do not form one or more cohorts of sufficient size relative to the total sample size to include in in a tightly controlled meta-analysis (https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0204056).
Cohort: GAP

PCA analysis of GAP case control sample: Cases and controls both included individuals of diverse ancestry ancestries but the raw lambda-QC was high at 3.77. Restricting to individuals with PCA1 < -0.02 and PCA2 < 0.01 - excluding 300 cases and 102 controls - led to a reduction of lambda-QC to 1.22 before the inclusion of PCA covariates, which further reduced it to 1.046. The excluded samples are of multiple ancestries and do not form one or more cohorts of sufficient size relative to the total sample size to include in a tightly controlled meta-analysis ([https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0204056](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0204056)).
Cohort: XPFLA

PCA analysis of XPFLA case control sample: The cases were of a much more diverse ancestry than the available controls genotyped on the same platform, which were essentially of European ancestry. Restricting to individuals with PCA1 > 0.00 and PCA2 < 0.01 - excluding 355 cases and 4 controls - led to a reduction in Lambda-QC from 13.3 down to 1.31 before inclusion of PCA covariates when it further reduced to 1.042.
Cohorts: XJRSA + XJR3A + XJR3B + XRJI6

PCA analysis of J&J and Roche case control: We obtained 2744 cases from J&J and Roche (all self defined as “white”) from 3 waves of case data which we matched to 10 merged control cohorts, resulting in lambda-QC of 4.67 for the primary association analysis (XJRSA, Supplementary table 22). Cases were more diverse than controls which were substantially of European ancestry. We performed an iterative process of creating new sub-cohorts of XJRSA by splitting samples from the cases and controls, remerging, and case-control matching, aiming to maximize case inclusion while minimizing lambda-QC. In doing so, we derived a smaller XJRSA cohort and 3 sub-cohorts; XJR3A +XJR3B + XRJI6. In total, 294 cases and 270 controls were excluded as PCA outliers and we retained a total of 2450 cases and 3407 controls. Across the 4 cohorts, lambda-QC ranged between 1.04 and 1.3, which was further improved by inclusion of PCA covariates (1.022-1.093) (Supplementary Table 22). The excluded samples are of multiple ancestries and do not form one or more cohorts of sufficient size relative to the total sample size to include in a tightly controlled meta-analysis (https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0204056).

Cohort: COGS
PCA analysis of COGS case control sample: The COGS cases and controls are both highly stratified including individuals across many ancestries. Restricting to individuals with PCA1 < 0.01 - excluding 102 cases and 80 controls - led to a reduction in Lambda-QC from 1.04 down to 1.01 before inclusion of PCA covariates. The excluded samples are of multiple ancestries and do not form one or more cohorts of sufficient size relative to the total sample size to include in a tightly controlled meta-analysis (https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0204056).
Supplementary Figure 5

A Quantile-Quantile plot from a GWAS with sex as an outcome. There is no sign of significant associations, nor inflation due to stratification from lambda or lambda1000. The x-axis shows the expected $-\log_{10}(P)$ values for association under the null distribution given number of independent tests. The y-axis denotes the observed $-\log_{10}(P)$. We truncate the Y-axis at $-\log_{10}(P)=10$. The shaded area surrounded by a red line indicates the 95% confidence interval under the null. Lambda is the observed median $\chi^2$ test statistic divided by the median expected $\chi^2$ test statistic under the null.

lambda = 1.055; N (pvals) = 7593135

lambda1000 = 1.002 (17754 females, 33143 males)
**Supplementary Figure 6**

For Supplementary Figure 6 see file "Supplementary Figure 6 - PGC wave 2 comparison region plots.pdf".

Supplementary Figure 6 legend:

12 region plots for regions that were previously reported as containing genome-wide significant associations in Ripke et al. 2014 wave2 meta-analysis, that do not contain genome-wide significant associations in the current wave3 meta-analysis. We show four plots for each region: using summary statistics from “wave2”-only cohort meta-analysis (left hand column), and summary statistics from the current meta-analysis, i.e. “wave3” (right hand column). Additionally, we show the region plus a 50kb flanking region (upper row) and a 2mb flanking region (bottom row).

The x-axis is chromosomal position (in kb) and the y-axis is the significance of association represented as $-\log_{10}(P)$. The green line shows the genome-wide significance level ($5 \times 10^{-8}$). Dot size is proportional to LD between the plotted SNP and the index SNP defining the associated region. A) Autosomal B) X chromosome.

Colour scheme: If only a single index SNP in the region, colour is based on degree of LD to the single index SNP as represented by $R^2$. Legend for $R^2$ is given in upper left corner. If a locus contains multiple independent index SNPs, each index SNP is denoted by a different colour. LD to each index SNP is denoted by the intensity of the same colour. Details of index SNPs are given in the upper right corner (labelled in blue): snp=SNP (or indel) name, p=association p-value, or=odds ratio for the minor allele, maf=minor allele frequency, info=imputation quality, direction denotes the consistency of the allelic association enrichment across all the studies $N_{one\_direction}$ –$N_{other\_direction}$ -missing. Black triangles denote p-values after inclusion of replication data (also indicated by +rep) and are only shown for index SNPs. Genes (in green) in lower half of the plot: annotated based on UCSC (August 2017 freeze) with black vertical lines for exons. Arrowheads denote the direction of transcription. To minimize complexity, in some plots we exclude SNPs with association P-values above certain thresholds (indicated by filter: $p < x$). The blue line denotes regional recombination rates derived from HapMap. A) Autosomal B) X chromosome.
Supplementary Figure 7

For Supplementary Figures 7 file "Supplementary Figure 7 - Conditional region plots.pdf".

Supplementary Figure 7 legend:

Region plots for conditional analyses performed on autosomal (8a) and chromosome X index (8b) variants. Region plots from the conditional analyses, ordered by significance of the index SNP in the main analysis. The sequence of plots for each locus starts with the unconditional results with the index SNP in the title “SCZ_uncond-rs58120505-...”, and proceeds by conditioning on that index SNP (e.g. “SCZ_cond-rs58120505-...”). As of note the unconditional results are slightly different to the main results, since we excluded the one cohort that only provided summary statistics. Conditioning is repeated as long there is an index SNP left with P < 1.0*10^-6 by adding the most significant SNP into the conditioning term.

For details about region plot: see Legend for Supplementary Figure 1.
Supplementary Figure 8

Supplementary Figure 8 legend:

Here we present two histograms of all p-value changes (in orders of magnitude) separately for (i) 4,928 SNP pairs within chromosomes (Type 1+2) and (ii) 81,804 SNP pairs across chromosomes (Type 3), each with the full y-axis range and a zoomed version to demonstrate single events. With the cross-chromosomal distribution we demonstrate that a p-value change of more than two orders of magnitude is not observed, confirming the expectation of no cross-chromosome dependency. Type=1:intra-region, 2:inter-region, within same chromosome, 3:across chromosomes, also compare with supplement table ST27. All SNP pairs independent (R²<0.1) with imputation reference LD content. cSPratio = orders of magnitude change before/after conditioning. Frequency = absolute number within histogram-bin.
Supplementary Figure 9

FINEMAP vs CAFMAP

Adj R2 = 0.95975 Intercept = 0.015772 Slope = 0.9713 P = 4.6951e−113

Supplementary Figure 9 legend:

Here we present two histograms of all p-value changes (in orders of magnitude) separately for (i) 4,928 SNP pairs within chromosomes (Type 1+2) and (ii) 81,804 SNP pairs across chromosomes (Type 3), each with the full y-axis range and a zoomed version to demonstrate single events. With the cross-chromosomal distribution we demonstrate that a p-value change of more than two orders of magnitude is not observed, confirming the expectation of no cross-chromosome dependency. Type=1:intra-region, 2:inter-region, within same chromosome, 3:across chromosomes, also compare with supplement table ST27. All SNP pairs independent (R²<0.1) with imputation reference LD content. cSPratio = orders of magnitude change before/after conditioning. Frequency = absolute number within histogram-bin.
**Supplementary Figure 10**

For Supplementary Figure 10a see file "Supplementary Figure 10a - SMR plots.pdf".

Supplementary Figure 10a legend:

**SMR+HEIDI plots.**

All significant SMR results are provided in the supplementary data.

The first track shows -log_{10}(P-value) of SNPs (grey dots) from the GWAS of schizophrenia (pre-extension data). Each red rhombus indicates the -log_{10}(P-value) from the SMR tests for associations of gene expression with schizophrenia. A solid rhombus represents a probe not rejected by the HEIDI filtering. The yellow rhombus denotes the schizophrenia association of the SNP that is the top cis-eQTL. The second track shows -log_{10}(P-value) of the SNP association with gene expression probes (ENSGXXX). The bottom track shows the genes underlying the genomic region.
Supplementary Figure 10b Example SMR plot

SETD6: eQTL from PsychENCODE

SMR+HEIDI analysis combining data from GWAS and eQTL studies. All significant SMR results are provided in the supplementary data. In the above example, there is strong evidence that the schizophrenia association may be mediated through expression at a single gene SETD6. The top track shows -log_{10}(P-value) of SNPs (grey dots) from the GWAS of schizophrenia (pre-extension data). Each red rhombus indicates the -log_{10}(P-value) from the SMR tests for associations of gene expression with schizophrenia. A solid rhombus represents a probe not rejected by the HEIDI filtering. The yellow rhombus denotes the schizophrenia association of the SNP that is the top cis-eQTL (rs4784046). The middle track shows -log_{10}(P-value) of the SNP.
Exemplar plot of GCTA-COJO analysis for locus with SNP rs1858999, a locus with two genes showing significant SMR associations. There are three plots, with four tracks. Each plot is laid out with genomic location on the x-axis, and \(-\log_{10}(P\text{-values})\) for a statistical test on the y-axis. The top track reports as grey dots for \(-\log_{10}(P\text{-values})\) for association tests in the Primary SCZ meta-analysis, and red diamonds for SMR tests surviving the HEIDI filter. Each red diamond is labeled with the putative mediating gene Ensembl ID and gene name. Solid red diamonds report the SMR test \(-\log_{10}(P\text{-value})\) that are above the SMR significance threshold, and unfilled red diamonds report SMR tests below this threshold, with the Bonferroni corrected significance threshold for SMR tests shown as a dotted red line. The second track shows the \(-\log_{10}(P\text{-values})\) values of SNP eQTL associations with expression in ENSG00000167491 (\textit{GATAD2A}), and the third track shows \(-\log_{10}(P\text{-values})\) of SNP eQTL associations with expression in ENSG00000187664 (\textit{HAPLN4}). The bottom track shows physical locations for genes in the region. The first plot shows unconditional associations for tests in each track. The second plot shows association tests, in all tracks, conditional on the top associated cis-eQTL SNP for \textit{GATAD2A} (highlighted in yellow) using GCTA-COJO. Similarly, the third plot shows tests of association conditional on the top cis-eQTL SNP for \textit{HAPLN4}. 

Supplementary Figure 11 Legend:
### Supplementary Figure 12

#### By case definition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCZ / Schizoaffective</th>
<th>Subtotal (R-squared = 90.0%)</th>
<th>Overall (R-squared = 88.7%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCZ</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xume2</td>
<td>0.09 (0.07, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_geba1</td>
<td>0.05 (0.03, 0.08)</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xedim</td>
<td>0.17 (0.13, 0.21)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xaer</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01, 0.03)</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_cogst</td>
<td>0.04 (0.03, 0.06)</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xraaf</td>
<td>0.06 (0.03, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xduk1</td>
<td>0.15 (0.11, 0.19)</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz(enum)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.06, 0.11)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xy6a</td>
<td>0.07 (0.05, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xy6b</td>
<td>0.08 (0.06, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xit6</td>
<td>0.08 (0.04, 0.12)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xo102</td>
<td>0.07 (0.05, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xersw</td>
<td>0.09 (0.05, 0.12)</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_price</td>
<td>0.08 (0.06, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xdhk3</td>
<td>0.05 (0.02, 0.07)</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma_scz_chuk</td>
<td>0.07 (0.05, 0.09)</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xkblu</td>
<td>0.08 (0.06, 0.09)</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xmul</td>
<td>0.09 (0.06, 0.11)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xudc1</td>
<td>0.12 (0.09, 0.15)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xas1</td>
<td>0.07 (0.05, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xu2a3</td>
<td>0.09 (0.06, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xcaws</td>
<td>0.15 (0.11, 0.18)</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xc12</td>
<td>0.12 (0.11, 0.13)</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xui3</td>
<td>0.13 (0.11, 0.14)</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xuc1a</td>
<td>0.10 (0.07, 0.12)</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xdcr1</td>
<td>0.07 (0.04, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_x4ra</td>
<td>0.09 (0.05, 0.12)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xbcco</td>
<td>0.08 (0.07, 0.09)</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xrv1</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02, 0.05)</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xnunc</td>
<td>0.10 (0.07, 0.13)</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xeri</td>
<td>0.10 (0.06, 0.13)</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xabers</td>
<td>0.09 (0.07, 0.11)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xaal</td>
<td>0.10 (0.07, 0.14)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xrw1</td>
<td>0.11 (0.07, 0.15)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xu24</td>
<td>0.10 (0.09, 0.11)</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xsw8</td>
<td>0.10 (0.09, 0.11)</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xsw6</td>
<td>0.10 (0.09, 0.12)</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xsp1a</td>
<td>0.11 (0.08, 0.13)</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xparl</td>
<td>0.06 (0.03, 0.08)</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma_scz_xukl</td>
<td>0.07 (0.04, 0.10)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal</strong></td>
<td>0.09 (0.06, 0.09)</td>
<td>65.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SCZ spectrum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCZ spectrum</th>
<th>Subtotal (R-squared = 85.8%)</th>
<th>Overall (R-squared = 88.7%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scz_gao1a</td>
<td>0.06 (0.02, 0.10)</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_gaak</td>
<td>0.08 (0.06, 0.09)</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xk3m</td>
<td>0.08 (0.03, 0.09)</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xi66</td>
<td>0.12 (0.09, 0.15)</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma_scz_grt</td>
<td>0.13 (0.09, 0.19)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_gzba2</td>
<td>0.10 (0.06, 0.14)</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xnux3</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02, 0.04)</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xiw6</td>
<td>0.08 (0.05, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xi2c</td>
<td>0.08 (0.04, 0.13)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal</strong></td>
<td>0.08 (0.06, 0.10)</td>
<td>12.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Overall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall (R-squared = 88.7%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.08 (0.06, 0.09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### By diagnostic strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consensus</th>
<th>R2 (95% CI)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scz_zum02</td>
<td>0.09 (0.07, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_geha1</td>
<td>0.05 (0.03, 0.08)</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_sedin</td>
<td>0.17 (0.13, 0.21)</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_gap1a</td>
<td>0.06 (0.02, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_regu</td>
<td>0.07 (0.05, 0.10)</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_zew1</td>
<td>0.08 (0.06, 0.09)</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_zmg2</td>
<td>0.10 (0.09, 0.12)</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_perks</td>
<td>0.06 (0.03, 0.08)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal (r-squared = 84.6%)</strong></td>
<td>0.08 (0.06, 0.10)</td>
<td>11.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Diagnostic Interview

| scz_xlp9 | 0.09 (0.06, 0.12) | 1.36 |
| scz_to10c | 0.05 (0.04, 0.07) | 1.68 |
| scz_uqsp2 | 0.04 (0.03, 0.07) | 1.52 |
| scz_zbl2ka | 0.04 (0.01, 0.08) | 1.46 |
| scz_xpwb | 0.09 (0.07, 0.11) | 1.51 |
| scz_xpws | 0.07 (0.03, 0.10) | 1.19 |
| scz_xpr1 | 0.13 (0.11, 0.15) | 1.55 |
| scz_en10c | 0.08 (0.06, 0.11) | 1.51 |
| scz_kraga | 0.03 (0.07, 0.10) | 1.61 |
| scz_xpsa | 0.05 (0.04, 0.06) | 1.69 |
| scz_xp3a | 0.08 (0.05, 0.10) | 1.37 |
| scz_xp3b | 0.08 (0.06, 0.10) | 1.53 |
| scz_xp3d | 0.08 (0.04, 0.12) | 1.12 |
| scz_xp5o2 | 0.07 (0.05, 0.10) | 1.44 |
| scz_qx10a | 0.08 (0.06, 0.10) | 1.56 |
| scz_xzn1 | 0.08 (0.04, 0.12) | 1.16 |
| scz_xmoc5 | 0.09 (0.08, 0.11) | 1.61 |
| scz_xasw | 0.07 (0.05, 0.10) | 1.40 |
| scz_xunme | 0.04 (0.02, 0.07) | 1.43 |
| scz_xnws | 0.15 (0.11, 0.18) | 1.76 |
| scz_xula | 0.10 (0.07, 0.12) | 1.45 |
| scz_xq2b | 0.06 (0.05, 0.07) | 1.69 |
| scz_xcms | 0.09 (0.02, 0.15) | 0.68 |
| scz_xv1 | 0.03 (0.02, 0.05) | 1.61 |
| scz_xmunc | 0.10 (0.07, 0.13) | 1.31 |
| scz_xasew | 0.09 (0.07, 0.11) | 1.51 |
| scz_xsal1 | 0.10 (0.07, 0.14) | 1.22 |
| ms.sce_xgrn | 0.13 (0.08, 0.19) | 0.87 |
| scz_xg2a | 0.10 (0.06, 0.14) | 1.06 |
| scz_xly1 | 0.08 (0.04, 0.11) | 1.16 |
| scz_xle5 | 0.08 (0.05, 0.10) | 1.44 |
| scz_xls2 | 0.08 (0.04, 0.13) | 1.10 |
| scz_xfrla | 0.11 (0.09, 0.13) | 1.52 |
| **Subtotal (r-squared = 81.6%)** | 0.08 (0.07, 0.09) | 46.47 |

### Mixed strategy

| scz_xcss2 | 0.06 (0.04, 0.09) | 1.50 |
| scz_cops1 | 0.04 (0.03, 0.08) | 1.54 |
| scz_zobob | 0.15 (0.11, 0.19) | 1.19 |
| scz_xerxw | 0.09 (0.05, 0.12) | 1.28 |
| scz_xblua | 0.05 (0.02, 0.07) | 1.43 |
| ms.sce_xbrx | 0.07 (0.05, 0.09) | 1.50 |
| scz_xltu | 0.08 (0.06, 0.09) | 1.56 |
| scz_xajs2 | 0.07 (0.06, 0.09) | 1.62 |
| scz_xacx | 0.13 (0.08, 0.18) | 0.90 |
| ms.sce_xlemu | 0.06 (0.04, 0.08) | 1.53 |
| scz_xulo | 0.12 (0.09, 0.15) | 1.37 |
| scz_cops1c | 0.07 (0.05, 0.09) | 1.56 |
| scz_xibm | 0.06 (0.03, 0.08) | 1.40 |
| scz_xlb6 | 0.12 (0.09, 0.15) | 1.29 |
| scz_xb6o | 0.07 (0.05, 0.10) | 1.33 |
| scz_xbcoo | 0.08 (0.07, 0.09) | 1.67 |
| scz_xer1 | 0.10 (0.06, 0.13) | 1.20 |
| scz_xcau3 | 0.03 (0.02, 0.04) | 1.65 |
| scz_xbem | 0.11 (0.08, 0.14) | 1.36 |
| scz_xurn | 0.12 (0.07, 0.16) | 1.04 |
| ms.sce_xukr | 0.07 (0.01, 0.13) | 0.76 |
| **Subtotal (r-squared = 82.8%)** | 0.08 (0.07, 0.09) | 28.94 |

### Medical Records

| scz_xasf1 | 0.02 (0.01, 0.03) | 1.69 |
| scz_dx2a | 0.08 (0.06, 0.10) | 1.73 |
| scz_xcm2 | 0.12 (0.11, 0.13) | 1.70 |
| scz_xolc3 | 0.13 (0.11, 0.14) | 1.64 |
| scz_xbap7 | 0.08 (0.05, 0.11) | 1.39 |
| scz_xwse1 | 0.11 (0.07, 0.15) | 1.09 |
| scz_xst234 | 0.10 (0.08, 0.11) | 1.67 |
| scz_xwse5 | 0.10 (0.08, 0.11) | 1.66 |
| scz_xwse6 | 0.10 (0.08, 0.12) | 1.57 |
| **Subtotal (r-squared = 96.4%)** | 0.09 (0.07, 0.12) | 14.15 |

### Overall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R2 (95% CI)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.08 (0.08, 0.09)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(r-squared = 88.5%)
Supplementary Figure 12 legend:

Forest plots of the variance explained (on the liability scale) of European ancestry samples divided according to postulated sources of heterogeneity.

Samples were sub-grouped according to the following criteria:

1) Case definition: schizophrenia (SCZ), schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (SCZ/Schizoaffective), schizophrenia spectrum disorder

2) Screened or unscreened controls for schizophrenia or other psychoses

3) Recruitment setting: Cases recruited from Mixed (ie Community or Hospital setting), Community only, or Hospital plus ascertainment for clozapine treatment.

4) Diagnostic strategy: Consensus diagnosis, research diagnostic interview, review of medical records, mixed strategy (see Supplementary Note)

For each sample, the mid-point of the box represents the point estimate of the variance explained (R2) and the horizontal line the 95% confidence intervals for that estimate. The shaded area of the box is proportional to the corresponding study weight, i.e. the cohort's contribution to the overall estimate of variance explained (R2) estimated with the DerSimonian & Laird random effects model. Heterogeneity is denoted by the I² statistic; measures above 75% indicating considerable heterogeneity among the samples within each subgroup. Unshaded diamonds represent the mean estimate for studies in the relevant section of the plot. The overall mean of the European sample is represented by the dashed line.

Details of all samples are given in the Sample Supplementary note.
Case-control sample descriptions

Adolfsson, R | Umeå, Sweden | scz_xume2_eur_sr-qc
Cases of European ancestry were ascertained from multiple different studies of schizophrenia (1992-2009). The diagnostic processes were similar between studies, and the final diagnosis is a best-estimate consensus lifetime diagnosis based on multiple sources of information such as clinical evaluation by research psychiatrists, different types of semi-structured interviews made by trained research nurses and research psychiatrists, medical records, course of the disease and data from multiple informants. Diagnosis was made in accordance with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Version IV (DSM-IV) or International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10) criteria. Controls were recruited from the Betula study, an ongoing longitudinal, prospective, population-based study from the same geographic area (North Sweden) that is studying aging, health, and cognition in adults. All subjects (cases and controls) participated after giving written informed consent and the regional Ethical Review Board at the University of Umeå approved all original studies and participation in the PGC. GWAS genotyping was performed at Broad Institute.

Andreassen, O | Norway (TOP) | scz_xtop8_eur_sr-qc
Both the xtop8 and to10c samples include cases ascertained as part of the Thematically Organised Psychosis Research (TOP) study. In the TOP study, cases of European ancestry, born in Norway, were recruited from psychiatric hospitals in the Oslo region. Patients were diagnosed according to SCID and further ascertainment details have been reported. Healthy control subjects were randomly selected from statistical records of persons from the same catchment area as the patient groups. All participants provided written informed consent and the human subjects protocol was approved by the Norwegian Scientific-Ethical Committee and the Norwegian Data Protection Agency.

Andreassen, O | Norway | scz_to10c_eur_sr-qc
The cases consisted of two groups; one group included participants from the TOP study. They were recruited from out-patient and in-patient psychiatric units at Oslo University Hospital and collaborating hospitals in Norway. The criteria for inclusion were age between 18 and 65 years, IQ score above 70, meet the DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia, schizoaffective or schizophreniform disorder, and be willing and able to give informed consent. Diagnosis was established using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR-axis I disorders. The other group was included from the Therapeutic Drug Monitoring laboratory at Diakonhjemmet Hospital, Oslo. This laboratory is responsible for monitoring the majority of schizophrenia patients treated with clozapine in the region. We obtained DNA samples that were subsequently genotyped and used in the current study. The controls included blood donors and population controls from the Oslo University Hospital and healthy controls screened for psychiatric illness, all recruited from the same region. Data availability: genotype data are accessible via the THL Biobank. The access procedure is described at the following link: https://www.thl.fi/en/web/thl-biobank/for-researchers.

Arango, C | Spain | scz_eusp2_eur_sr-qc
This sample is part of the EUGEI and has been described elsewhere.

Arango, C | Spain | scz_celso_eur_sr-qc
Participants were recruited as part of the sample collection of CIBERSAM (Network Biomedical Research Centre in Mental Health), an institution based in Spain that recruits in-patients from psychiatric units at eight different hospitals in Spain. All patients recruited met the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia, schizoaffective or schizophreniform disorder. Healthy controls
were recruited after being screened for psychiatric illness. All participants provided written
informed consent. Blood sample recruitment and preparation, participation in the PGC consortium
and commitment to share the generated data in subsequent meta-analyses and further secondary
proposals were approved by the different ethical committees at the hospitals involved in the
recruitment.

Atbaşoğlu, EC; Saka, M | Turkey | scz_eutu2_eur_sr-qc
We recruited participants as part of the EUGEI (http://www.eu-gei.eu), a study based in the EU that
recruits from schizophrenia patients. In this work package the patients came from the Netherlands,
Turkey, Spain and Serbia. The sample was Caucasian ethnic origin. This sample has been described
elsewhere\textsuperscript{59,60}. Participants were interviewed by psychologists or trained research assistants. Inter-
rater reliability was measured centrally by all interviewers rating videos and were found highly
satisfactory. Participants were included if they met schizophrenia diagnosis and were excluded if
they had an IQ <70 or had a CNS disease that would significantly affect their cognitive function.

We recruited control participants from the population. Controls did not have psychosis, or a sibling
with psychosis, but other psychiatric diagnosis were not excluded. All participants provided written
informed consent. Participants were assessed for capacity to provide informed consent by their
clinical team, and consent was also received from their caregiver or closest relative. The study had
ethics approval granted by each centre’s local ethics board, which permit inclusion of the data in
meta-analyses. Blood was taken and samples were genotyped by Cardiff University. The study was
funded by EU and Ankara University.

Baune, B | Germany | scz_geba1_eur_sr-qc
We recruited participants as part of the clinical research unit in schizophrenia at two study sites
following the same study inclusion and exclusion criteria: The University of Münster and
University of Lübeck, Germany, without any ancestry restriction in recruitment. Participants were
interviewed by board accredited psychiatrists. Trained raters reviewed this interview, along with
available clinical records, to determine a consensus lifetime DSM-IV\textsuperscript{51} diagnosis. Participants were
included if they met schizophrenia criteria and were excluded if a non-primary diagnosis of
schizophrenia existed. All participants provided written informed consent prior to the conduct of
any study procedures. Participants were assessed for capacity to provide informed consent by their
clinical team. The study had ethics approval granted by the local ethics committee of the University
of Münster and University of Lübeck.

Belangero, S | Brazil | scz_sb2aa_eur_sr-qc
We recruited participants as part of the “Programa de Esquizofrenia” (Schizophrenia Program) and
“Primeiro Episódio Psicótico” (First Episode of Psychosis Program) both based at Universidade
Federal de Sao Paulo (UNIFESP), Sao Paulo, Brazil, which recruits outpatients and inpatients,
respectively. There was no ancestry restriction in recruitment. This sample has been described
elsewhere\textsuperscript{61,62}. Participants were interviewed using the Structured Clinical Interview of the DSM-IV
(SCID-I)\textsuperscript{56} by trained psychiatrists. Participants were included if they met criteria for schizophrenia,
schizophreniform disorder, brief psychotic disorder or psychotic disorders not otherwise specified
diagnoses and were excluded if they met criteria for bipolar disorder, substance-induced psychotic
disorder or major depressive disorder diagnoses. We recruited control participants from volunteers,
blood donors, UNIFESP employees or their relatives. They were interviewed with SCID-I and were
excluded if they met current or previous psychiatric diagnoses or if they have a first-degree family
history of psychotic disorders. The study had ethics approval granted by Research Ethics
Committee of UNIFESP. Blood was collected from all participants.

Børglum, A | Denmark | scz_xaarh_eur_sr-qc
DNA samples for all subjects were collected from blood spots systematically collected by the Danish Newborn Screening Biobank, with case/control status established using the Danish Psychiatric Central Register. Cases were diagnosed clinically according to ICD-10 criteria. Controls were selected to match the cases by birth cohort. The Danish Data Protection Agency and the ethics committees in Denmark approved the human subjects protocol. Data availability: data access may be arranged through iPSYCH protocols: https://ipsych.dk/en/research/.

Braff, D | USA | scz_cogs1_eur_sr-qc

We recruited participants as part of the Consortium on the Genetics of Schizophrenia (COGS), a multi-site study based in the USA that recruited outpatients with schizophrenia and healthy control subjects. Outpatient participants included patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder depressed type and were recruited from various sources including clinician referrals, outpatient facilities such as board and cares and clubhouses, local National Alliance for the Mentally Ill chapters, and advertising via the media. Diagnoses were established via the Diagnostic Interview for Genetics Studies (DIGS), the Family Interview for Genetic Studies (FIGS), and a Best-Estimate Final Diagnosis (BEFD) procedure based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) criteria for schizophrenia. Other patients were interviewed using the Structural Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) by trained research assistants. The clinical team reviewed this interview in weekly clinical consensus meetings along with available clinical records to determine a consensus DSM-IV diagnosis. Participants were included if they met diagnosis and were excluded if they had severe systemic illness that interferes with ability to be endophenotyped, significant head injury with loss of consciousness of 15 minutes or more, neurological disorder, positive illicit drug or alcohol screen, met the diagnosis of alcohol or substance abuse in the past month or alcohol or substance dependence in the last 6 months, or had an estimated premorbid IQ < 70 per Wide Range Achievement Test. We recruited healthy control participants from the community via advertising media. Healthy subjects were screened for psychiatric disorders and excluded for any history of psychosis in themselves or a family member. Additionally, healthy control subjects were excluded if they met any of the exclusion criteria listed above for the patients. The study had ethics approval granted by the local Institutional Review Board at each site.

Bramon | Seven countries (PEIC, WTCCC2) | scz_xpews_eur_sr-qc

Bramon | Spain (PEIC, WTCCC2) | scz_xpewb_eur_sr-qc

The Psychosis Endophenotypes International Consortium (PEIC) was part of WTCCC2. Samples were collected through seven centres in Europe and Australia (the Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College London, London; GROUP (consisting of the University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam; the University of Groningen, Groningen; Maastricht University Medical Centre, Maastricht; and the University of Utrecht, Utrecht); the University of Western Australia, Perth; the Universidad de Cantabria, Santander; the University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh; Heidelberg University, Heidelberg and Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, Munich). To allow for a DSM-IV diagnosis to be ascertained or ruled out, all participants (including controls and unaffected family members) underwent a structured clinical interview with the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (SADS), the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Disorders (SCID), or the Schedules for Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry (SCAN). We included cases with schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder. Participants in all groups were excluded if they had a history of neurological disease or head injury resulting in loss of consciousness. Data availability: Genotype data for both of these cohorts are accessible via the Wellcome Trust Case-Control Consortium (WTCCC2). https://www.wtccc.org.uk/ccc2/wtccc2_studies.html.
Buxbaum, J | New York, US & Israel | scz_xmsaf_eur_sr-qc
Samples contributed by Mount Sinai were derived from three cohorts. In all cohorts, ethical approval was obtained from all participating sites, and all subjects provided informed consent. Two of the cohorts were in a prior paper on copy number variation. One of the cohorts was from the Mount Sinai brain bank, where DNA was extracted from post-mortem samples, and another comprised of patients ascertained in Israel. The third cohort included subjects more recently recruited through the Mount Sinai Conte Center.

Campion, D; Laurent-Levinson, C | France | scz_rouin_eur_sr-qc
The cohort included two independent French schizophrenia cohorts. Firstly, case participants were unrelated Caucasian in- or out-patients who were recruited for the Etude de l’hyperprolémie chez les patients avec schizophrénie (Study of hyperprolinemia in schizophrenic patients), in the Normandy region of France. This sample has been described previously. Cases were interviewed using the Positive and Negative Schizophrenia Scale (PANSS) and appropriate sections of the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia, by licensed psychiatrists. Final DSM-III-R diagnoses were assigned by a group of trained psychiatrists based on the interview and available clinical records. Individuals with alcohol abuse were excluded.

We recruited control participants mainly from staff members. Prospective control subjects with a history of psychiatric or metabolic disorder or with first-degree relatives with history of psychiatric disorder were not included. All controls were drug-free, except oral contraceptives in women. All participants provided written informed consent. Participants were assessed for capacity to provide informed consent by their clinical team. The study had ethics approval granted by local IRB ethic committee of Rouen (Comité Consultatif pour la Protection des Personnes se prêtant à la Recherche Biomédicale (CCPPRB) which permit inclusion of the data in meta-analyses. Blood samples were taken for DNA extraction.

A subset of the Rouen-Pitié cohort consisted of 24 cases recruited separately in a study of childhood-onset schizophrenia in the Paris region, the “Etude de protéines candidates par techniques d’immuno-affinité et de spectrométrie de masse lors d’un premier épisode psychotique” (Study of candidate proteins by immunoaffinity and mass spectrometry techniques during a first psychotic episode). Cases were recruited from in-patient and outpatient settings. There was no ancestry restriction, but most were Caucasian; ancestry outliers were excluded during quality control procedures. Cases with age at onset between 7-17 years were interviewed using the French version of the DIGS 2.0 by licensed psychiatrists. Final DSM-IV diagnoses were assigned by a group of trained psychiatrists based on the interview and available clinical records. Participants were included in the genotyping cohort if the final DSM-IV diagnosis was schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder depressed type, and the patient and family agreed to provide a blood specimen for genetic studies. Exclusion criteria included psychotic disorders judged to have been caused by somatic pathologies, drug treatments, or the abuse of alcohol or drugs, moderate or severe intellectual disability (IQ<50), diagnosis of bipolar disorder, or patients under guardianship or curatorship. The study was approved by the relevant ethics committee (CPP IdF6). The approval permits inclusion of the data in meta-analyses.

Cervilla, M | Granada | scz_sanch_eur_sr-qc
We recruited patients as part of the GENIMS and PISMA studies. GENIMS was a cross-sectional clinical study in which participating patients were consecutive attendees to psychiatric outpatient clinics. All were in a stable stage of their disorder and on antipsychotic medication. Patients were all diagnosed by fully trained psychiatrists using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I disorder (SCID-I). Trained raters reviewed these interviews along with available clinical records to determine a consensus lifetime DSM-IV diagnosis of schizophrenia. Additional assessments included sociodemographic and clinical variables such as sex, age, educational level, employment,
marital status, and years after onset. To estimate each participant’s premorbid intelligence quotient (IQ), a Spanish version of the Barona index was used. The Spanish version of the PANSS was used to measure psychopathology, since PANSS is the standard scale valid and reliable for this purpose. Global functioning was assessed using the GAF. Inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) meet DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for SZ; 2) be older than 18 years; and 3) agree to participate. Exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) mental retardation and 2) any type of dementia. We recruited control participants from the PISMA study, which has been reported elsewhere. This was a cross-sectional study targeting a large representative stratified sample of community-dwelling Andalusian adults between 18 and 75 years of age. All provinces in the Andalusian community were included. Participants were administered the MINI by trained psychologists, which generated both DSM-IV and ICD-10 diagnoses. A saliva sample was obtained from each participant.

Corvin, A | Ireland | scz_xdubl_eur_sr-qc
The case sample was collected primarily in the Dublin area and the ascertainment procedure has been previously described. The controls were recruited, from the same region through the Irish Blood Transfusion Services. All participants gave written, informed consent and the collections were approved through the Federated Dublin Hospitals and Irish Blood Transfusion Services Research Ethics Committees, respectively. DNA samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute.

Corvin, A; Morris, D | Ireland | scz_du2aa_eur_sr-qc
This sample has been described in a previous publication.

Corvin, A; Riley, B | Ireland (WTCCC2) | scz_xirwt_eur_sr-qc
The case sample was recruited from the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. All cases had four Irish grandparents and ascertainment details have been reported elsewhere. Ethics approval was obtained from all participating hospitals and centres. Controls were blood donors from the Irish Blood Transfusion Service, whose Ethics Committee approved the human subjects protocol. All participants gave written informed consent. Samples were genotyped at Affymetrix (Santa Clara, California, US) laboratory as part of the WTCCC2 genotyping pipeline.

Di Forti, M | London, UK | scz_gap1a_eur_sr-qc
Participants were part of the Genetic and Psychotic Disorders Study case-control project that approached all patients aged 18 to 65 years who presented with their first episode of psychosis to the Lambeth, Southwark, and Croydon adult inpatient units of the South London and Maudsley National Health Service Foundation Trust between December 2005 and October 2010. Patients who met ICD-10 criteria for a diagnosis of nonorganic psychosis (F20 – F29 and F30–F33), validated by administering the Schedules for Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry (SCAN), were invited to participate in the study. DNA was obtained from all participants that completed the SCAN. Seventy-five percent of DNA samples used originated from blood and 25% from cheek swabs.

Domenici, E | Italy | scz_enric_eur_sr-qc
The sample included schizophrenia patients and healthy volunteers of Caucasian ancestry for at least two generations, from the Lombardy and Apulia regions of Italy. All subjects provided written informed consent before entering the study according to the institutional guidelines of local Ethical Committees. Patients admitted to the Unit of Psychiatry of Brescia IRCCS Fatebenefratelli and to the Unit of Psychiatry of Bari “Ospedale Policlinico Consorziale” were enrolled if they had a DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of schizophrenia. Diagnosis was made using the Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-IV Axis I disorders, which was administered by expert psychiatrists. Control subjects were randomly recruited from different sources (hospital visitors, cultural and elderly associations, trade unions) and using different strategies (word of mouth, newspaper advertising,
internet and social networks). Subjects enrolled at Brescia were screened for DSM-IV Axis I disorders by expert psychologists using the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview. Only healthy volunteers without a history of drug or alcohol abuse or dependence and without a personal or first-degree family history of psychiatric disorders were enrolled in the study. Subjects who obtained a score lower than 27/30 in the Mini Mental State Examination were excluded as well. Control subjects enrolled at Bari were screened using the Non-Patient Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV to ensure they were unaffected by any psychiatric condition. In addition, subjects were screened using the Family Interview for Genetic Studies to ensure absence of psychotic disorders in their first-degree relatives. Both patients and control subjects were excluded if they had: a significant history of drug or alcohol abuse; active drug abuse in the previous year; or experienced a head trauma with a loss of consciousness. Part of the cohort was described in previous publications.

Ehrenreich, H | Germany (GRAS) | scz_xgras_eur_sr-qc
The Gottingen Research Association for Schizophrenia (GRAS) collection included cases recruited across 23 German hospitals. Controls were unscreened blood donors recruited at the Georg-August-University according to national blood donation guidelines. Cases completed a structured clinical interview and were diagnosed with DSM-IV schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder. The study was approved by the Georg-August-University ethics committee and local internal review boards of the participating centres. All participants gave written informed consent.

Esko, T | Estonia (EGCUT) | scz_xegcu_eur_sr-qc
The Estonian cohort comes from the population-based biobank of the Estonian Genome Project of University of Tartu (EGCUT). The project was conducted according to the Estonian Research Act and all participants provided informed consent (www.biobank.ee). In total, 52,000 individuals aged 18 years or older participated in this cohort (33% men, 67% women). The population distributions of the cohort reflect those of the Estonian population (83% Estonians, 14% Russians and 3% other). General practitioners (GP) and physicians in the hospitals randomly recruited the participants. A Computer-Assisted Personal interview was conducted over 1-2 hours at doctors’ offices. Data on demographics, genealogy, educational and occupational history, lifestyle and anthropometric and physiological data were assessed. Schizophrenia was diagnosed prior to the recruitment by a psychiatrist according to ICD-10 criteria and identified from the Estonian Biobank phenotype database. Controls were drawn from a larger pool of genotyped biobank samples by matching on gender, age and genetic ancestry. All the controls were population-based and have not been sampled for any specific disease.

Esko, T; Li, Q; Malhotra D | J&J and Roche cases, EGCUT controls | scz_xjr3a_eur_sr-qc
Esko, T; Li, Q; Malhotra D | J&J and Roche cases, EGCUT controls | scz_xjr3b_eur_sr-qc
Esko, T; Li, Q; Malhotra D | J&J and Roche cases, EGCUT controls | scz_xjri6_eur_sr-qc
Esko, T; Li, Q; Malhotra D | J&J and Roche cases, EGCUT controls | scz_xjrsa_eur_sr-qc
Cases were collected by Johnson and Johnson (J&J) and Roche as part of clinical collaborations with hospitals and outpatient centres. Cases were diagnosed according to DSMIV criteria, with medical record review by a trained psychiatrist. There were reliability trials across centres for the J&J studies. The J&J cases were mostly collected in Eastern Europe, with most coming from Estonian and Russia (>100); intermediate numbers from Austria, the Czech Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, and Spain (50-100); and smaller collections from Bulgaria, Hungary, and Poland (<50). The Roche cases were assessed with a structured psychiatric assessment by trained interviewers. Most of the Eastern European controls were from the Estonian Biobank project (EGCUT) and were ancestrally matched with cases from the J&J sample. Data availability: genotype data are accessible through the Estonian Biobank. The procedure for accessing them is described in detail here: https://genomics.ut.ee/en/access-biobank.
**Gareeva, A; Khusnutdinova, E | Ufa, Russia | scz_price_eur_sr-qc**

We recruited participants as part of “GWAS analysis in Russian SZ sample from the Volga Ural region”, a study based in the Volga-Ural region of Russia that recruits in patients from Republican Mental Hospital of Public Health Ministry of Bashkiria (RMH PHMB), Ufa, Russia. The sample is comprised of individuals of Caucasian ancestry aged 15-74 years old. All patients met the ICD10 criteria for paranoid schizophrenia (ICD-10 code F20.xx: F20.006, F20.004, F20.016, F20.014). For each patient, through an individual survey and analysis of the medical history, a specially designed questionnaire was filled out, in which passport data of patients, complaints, clinical and anamnestic data, and all ongoing general clinical and special research methods were entered. All participants were interviewed by trained psychiatrists and trained research assistants and the diagnosis was made by psychiatrists of RMH PHMB. The control group consisted of mentally healthy unrelated volunteers, matched for age, gender, and ethnicity. All controls had no family history of neuropsychiatric disorders. For all individuals, key phenotypic information has been collected including information about sex, age, ethnicity, age at onset and family history of psychiatric disorders. The study has been approved by the local bioethical committee of the Institute of Biochemistry and Genetics of Ufa Federal Research Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences (IBG UFRC RAS). Peripheral blood was taken from all participants of the study. DNA was extracted from peripheral blood by the phenol and chloroform method.

**Gawlik, M | Germany | scz_gawli_eur_sr-qc**

We recruited participants as part of “Molekulargenetische Untersuchungen bei phasischen und schizophrenen Psychosen” (Genetics of Psychoses), a study based in Germany that recruits from the Department of Psychiatry, Psychosomatics and Psychotherapy, University Hospital Wuerzburg. Participants were interviewed by trained psychiatrists. Trained raters, Prof Gerald Stöber, Dr Micha Gawlik, and Prof Bruno Pfühlmann reviewed participants along with available clinical records, to determine a consensus lifetime DSM-IV diagnosis. Participants were included if they met diagnoses as stated and were excluded with any other psychiatric or neurological illness. We recruited control participants from healthy blood donors. All participants or legal representatives provided written informed consent. Participants were assessed for capacity to provide informed consent by their clinical team. The study had ethics approval granted by local ethics board. Blood samples were taken for DNA.

**Gejman, P | US, Australia (MGS) | scz_xmgs2_eur_sr-qc**

European ancestry case samples were collected by the Molecular Genetics of Schizophrenia (MGS) collaboration across multiple sites in the USA and Australia as described in detail elsewhere. Cases gave written informed consent, and IRBs at each collecting site approved the human subjects protocol. A survey company (Knowledge Networks, under MGS guidance) collected the European ancestry control sample and ascertainment is described in detail elsewhere. DNA samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute.

**Golimbet, V | Moscow | scz_mosc2_eur_sr-qc**

Information on this sample has been published elsewhere. Briefly, the sample comprises cases with schizophrenia and age matched controls. Phenotypic information including age, gender, ethnicity, age at onset, PANSS, Hamilton depression scale scores, personality traits scores, and cognitive tests results were collected.

**Jönsson, E | Sweden (Hubin) | scz_xersw_eur_sr-qc**

Cases were recruited from north-western Stockholm County and ascertainment has been described previously. Cases gave informed consent and the human subjects protocol was approved by the ethical committees of the Karolinska Hospital and the Stockholm Regional Ethical Committee. Controls were recruited either among subjects previously participating in biological research at the
Karolinska Institute or drawn from a representative register of the population of Stockholm County. All participants provided informed consent.

**Kirov, G | Bulgaria | scz_xbuls_eur_sr-qc**

All cases were recruited from Bulgaria and had a history of hospitalization for treatment of schizophrenia. Controls were recruited from the two largest cities in Bulgaria as previously described. All participants gave written informed consent and the study was approved by local ethics committees at the participating centres.

**Kirov, G; Owen, M | Bulgaria | ms.scz_xuktr_eur_sr-qc**

All cases and parents were recruited from UK and had a history of hospitalization for treatment of schizophrenia. Diagnosis was confirmed following a SCAN interview and review of case notes followed by consensus diagnosis according to DSM-IV criteria. The samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute. All participants gave written informed consent and the study was approved by local ethics committees at the participating centres. The samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute.

**Kirov, G; Owen M | Bulgaria | ms.scz_xbutr_eur_sr-qc**

Families from Bulgaria were recruited if a proband had schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, both parents were available, and all members of the trio agreed to participate in the study. Recruitment took place between 1999 and 2004 in several psychiatric hospitals in Bulgaria. Ethical Committee approval was obtained from each of these hospitals. All probands and all parents received an Information Sheet and signed Informed Consent Forms. All participants had attended mainstream schools, which at the time in Bulgaria, excluded people with mental retardation. Probands were either in- or out-patients at the time of the study but each had a history of hospitalization. A team of psychiatrists was trained in using the rating scales and methods of the study. We used the SCAN instrument to perform an interview for psychotic and mood symptoms. This instrument has been translated into Bulgarian and validated by one of its authors (A. Jablensky). Consensus diagnoses were made according to DSM-IV criteria on the basis of an interview and inspection of hospital notes by two clinicians. If consensus was not attained, the patient was re-interviewed by a research interview trained clinician and was excluded if consensus could still not be reached. In addition, approximately 23% of the sample was selected at random and re-interviewed by a research interview trained clinician. Hospital notes were also collected for affected relatives in order to confirm diagnoses.

**Kennedy JL, Collier DA | Canada, US(Lilly), US (MIGen) | scz_xlktu_eur_sr-qc**

Toronto cases were recruited by referral and advertisement. Diagnoses were made according to DSM-III or DSM-IV criteria following interview and medical record review. US cases were recruited from schizophrenia clinical trials in a range of settings as part of a trial with Eli Lilly. Diagnoses were made according to DSM-III or DSM-IV criteria following interview by psychiatrist and medical record review. No controls were sampled as part of the study, and ancestrally-matched controls were chosen from the Myocardial Infarction Genetics Consortium (MIGen, dbGaP ID phs000294.v1.p1) that was genotyped with the same SNP array.

**Krebs, M | France | scz_paris_eur_sr-qc**

We recruited participants as part of the PSYDEV collection (“Etude familiale et génétique des aspects développementaux des maladies psychiatriques”), a study based in Paris (France) that recruits both inpatients and outpatients as well as controls. The samples included in the analysis were limited to Caucasian individuals. Participants were interviewed by board accredited psychiatrists. Trained raters reviewed this interview, along with available clinical records, to determine a consensus lifetime DSM-IV diagnosis. Participants were included if they met criteria
for chronic schizophrenia. Control participants were volunteers recruited from advertisement in paramedical schools. They were screened for absence of any psychiatric illnesses by trained psychiatrists and psychologists. The screening was declarative by face-to-face medical interview. Participants were assessed for capacity to provide informed consent by the clinical team. All participants provided written informed consent. Oral consent was asked for individuals under the age of 18 or under guardianship but the written consent was obtained from their legal representatives. The study had ethics approval granted by CPP Ile de France IV which permit inclusion of the data in meta-analyses. Either blood or saliva have been taken.

Lencz, T; Darvasi A | Israel | scz_xajsz_eur_sr-qc
Cases and controls were sampled from an Ashkenazi Jewish repository (Hebrew University Genetic Resource, http://hugr.huji.ac.il). Patients were recruited from hospitalized inpatients at 7 medical centres in Israel and were diagnosed with DSM-IV schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder. Controls were sampled through the Israeli Blood Bank and did not report any chronic disease or regularly prescribed medication at the time of assessment. Full ascertainment details have previously been reported. Local ethics committees and the National Genetic Committee of the Israeli Ministry of Health approved the studies and all participants gave informed, written consent.

Levinson, D | 22885689 | Six countries, WTCCC controls | scz_xlacw_eur_sr-qc
Cases collected as part of a larger pedigree-based study were partitioned into two subsamples. Cases with two genotyped parents were analysed as trios (see PI Levinson, ms.scz_xlemu_eur_sr-qc below). Unrelated cases who could not be used as part of a trio were included as a separate case-control analysis, using independent controls, matched by ancestry and genotyping array, from the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium. Cases were identified from different clinical settings (e.g. inpatients, outpatients and community facilities) in six countries (Australia, France, Germany, Ireland, UK, and the US). Diagnoses were established using semi-structured interviews, psychiatric records and informant reports. Case subjects were diagnosed with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder according to DSM-III-R criteria. All protocols were approved by loci IRBs, and all cases provided written informed consent.

Levinson, D | Six countries | ms.scz_xlemu_eur_sr-qc
Schizophrenia cases were included from the family sample of European-ancestry pedigrees described by Levinson et al. Participants and their families In this trio study, probands were ascertained and recruited from different clinical settings (e.g. inpatients, outpatients and community facilities) in six countries (Australia, France, Germany, Ireland, UK, and the US). (Unrelated individuals were includes as part of a case-control design, see Levinson, D, scz_xlacw_eur_sr-qc above.) Diagnoses were established using semi-structured interviews, psychiatric records and informant reports. Case probands were diagnosed with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder according to DSM-III-R criteria. The trio-based analysis included families where there was at least one affected proband and two available parents. Each affected sibling in such families was included, with the parents, as an independent trio. All protocols were approved by loci IRBs, and all cases provided written informed consent.

Malhotra, A | New York, US | scz_xzhh1_eur_sr-qc
The case and control subjects were recruited in the New York metropolitan area and ascertainment methods have been described previously. All participants gave written, informed consent and the IRB of the North Shore-Long Island Jewish Health System approved the human subjects protocols. DNA was genotyped at Zucker Hillside.

McIntosh, A | Edinburgh, UK | scz_xedin_eur_sr-qc
Cases and controls were recruited from the southeast of Scotland, and ascertainment has been previously described as part of the International Schizophrenia Consortium studies. All participating subjects gave written, informed consent and the human subjects protocol was approved by the Scotland A Research Ethics Committee. DNA samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute. Ex PI D Blackwood

McQuillin, A | United Kingdom | scz_mcqul_eur_sr-qc

We recruited participants as part of the DNA Polymorphisms in Mental Illness (DPIM) study based in the United Kingdom that recruits both inpatient and outpatient research participants. Recruitment of participants was restricted to people of UK and Irish ancestry. Participants were required to have three grand-parents of UK or Irish ancestry with the fourth grandparent of western European origin. This sample has been described elsewhere. Participants with an ICD10 diagnosis of schizophrenia were interviewed by trained research assistants using the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia-Lifetime Version (SADS-L) to confirm the diagnosis according to Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC). Research interviews were supplemented with information from clinical records. Case participants were also rated with the 90-item Operational Criteria Checklist (OPCRIT). Recruitment of control participants was also from recruitment centres across the UK. Control subjects were interviewed by trained research assistants with the SADS-L to exclude a personal history of mental illness. They were also excluded if they reported a family history of mental illness or reported personal substance misuse including harmful alcohol consumption. All participants provided written informed consent. The control sample was supplemented with DNA from 480 ECACC Human Random Control (HRC) samples obtained from Public Health England. The donors for this sample were all healthy blood donors. The study had ethics approval granted by the UK National Health Service Metropolitan Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee. Genomic DNA was obtained from blood or saliva samples.

McQuillin, A | London, UK | scz_xuclo_eur_sr-qc

All cases and controls were collected by University College London and had both parents from England, Scotland or Wales. All participants gave written informed consent and the U.K. National Health Service multicentre and local research ethics committee approved the human subjects protocol. Further details on ascertainment are available elsewhere. The samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute. Data availability: genotype data for this study are available as a part of the Schizophrenia 20.21 resource at the NIMH Repository & Genomics Resource: https://www.nimhgenetics.org/download-tool/SZ.

Menezes, P; Belangero, S | Brazil | scz_braz2_eur_sr-qc

This sample is part of the EUGEI and has been described elsewhere.

Mowry, B; Morgan, V | Australia | scz_xasrb_eur_sr-qc

These subjects were part of the Australian Schizophrenia Research Bank. The case sample was recruited in five Australian States (New South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia, South Australia and Victoria) through hospital inpatient units, community mental health services, outpatient clinics and non-government mental illness support organizations as part of the Survey of High Impact Psychosis (SHIP) study, as described elsewhere as well as, in the initial stages, through a large-scale, national, multi-media advertising campaign. Briefly, the SHIP study used a two-phase design to recruit a representative sample of 1825 participants aged 18-64 years who were in contact with mental health services across Australia. Participants were screened for psychosis, and a random subset of those who screened positively for psychosis were invited to interview. Data on symptoms, substance use, functioning, service utilization, medication use, education, employment, housing, and physical health were collected, and a diagnosis was made using ICD-10 criteria. This sample is comprised of 509 cases from larger metropolitan centres of
Brisbane, Newcastle, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth and Adelaide. Cases gave written informed consent, and the human subjects protocol was initially approved by the Hunter New England Area Health Research Committee and subsequently approved by relevant Institutional Ethics Committees in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth and Adelaide. Healthy controls were recruited through multi-media advertisements, and other sources. Controls were from the metropolitan centres of Brisbane, Newcastle, Sydney, Melbourne, and Perth. Controls gave written informed consent, and the human subjects protocol was approved by the Hunter New England Area Health Research Committee and Institutional Ethics Committees in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Perth. The samples were genotyped in two stages at the Hunter Medical Research Institute, University of Newcastle, Newcastle, Australia.

Nimgaonkar, V | USA | scz_viy01_eur_sr-qc
The inclusion criteria for cases were either a diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder or, at Baltimore, schizophreniform disorder, according to DSM-IV criteria. The cases in Baltimore were recruited from inpatient and day hospital programs of Sheppard Pratt Hospital and from affiliated psychiatric rehabilitation programs. The cases in Pittsburgh were recruited from Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic, Pittsburgh and additional psychiatric treatment facilities in a 500-mile radius of Pittsburgh. Patients referred by their therapists were evaluated using structured diagnostic instruments (Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis 1 Disorders for Baltimore patients, Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies for Pittsburgh patients). This information was synthesized with available information from the patients’ medical records (both sites) and additional details from informants, usually relatives (Pittsburgh). The clinical information was synthesized and presented to board certified psychiatrists / psychologists, followed by consensus diagnosis based on DSM-IV criteria. The control group was recruited from posted announcements at local health care facilities and universities in the same geographic area and settings where the schizophrenia participants were recruited. At Baltimore, the primary inclusion criterion for the control individuals was the absence of a current or past psychiatric disorder. The diagnosis of each control participant was made by a board-certified psychiatrist based on the Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnosis for Axis I disorders. At Pittsburgh, the control individuals were assessed in the same manner as the cases and were screened for absence of psychosis. Participants in both groups fulfilled following additional criteria: age 20-60 years (Baltimore); proficient in English; absence of any history of intravenous substance abuse; absence of mental retardation; absence of self-reported HIV infection; absence of serious medical disorder that would confound a diagnosis of schizophrenia; absence of a primary diagnosis of alcohol or substance use disorder. All participants provided written informed consent and the study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Sheppard Pratt, the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, and the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine following established guidelines.

O'Donovan, M; Owen, M | Cardiff, UK | scz_xcaws_eur_sr-qc
The case sample included European ancestry schizophrenia cases recruited in the British Isles and described previously. All cases gave written informed consent to. The study was approved by the Multicentre Research Ethics Committee in Wales and Local Research Ethics Committees from all participating sites. The control sample used the Wellcome Trust CaseControl Consortium (WTCCC) sample described elsewhere, but included similar numbers of individuals from the 1958 British Birth Cohort and a panel of consenting blood donors (UK Blood Service). Samples were genotyped at Affymetrix service lab (San Francisco, USA).

Ophoff, R | Netherlands | scz_xucla_eur_sr-qc
The case sample consisted of inpatients and outpatients recruited through psychiatric hospitals and institutions throughout the Netherlands. Cases with DSM-IV schizophrenia were included in the analysis. Further details on ascertainment are provided elsewhere. Controls came from the University Medical Centre Utrecht and were volunteers with no psychiatric history. Ethical
approval was provided by local ethics committees and all participants gave written informed consent.

**Paciga, S | Pfizer | Multiple countries | scz_xpfla_eur_sr-qc**

Pfizer contributed anonymized individual genotypes for cases from seven multi-centre randomized, double-blind efficacy and safety clinical trials (A1281063, A1281134, A1281148, A245-102, NRA7500001, NRA7500002, NRA7500003, and NRA7500004) as well as a set of purchased samples (NRA9000099). Also included in this cohort were a sample non-Irish non-trio probands from the Six Countries cohort, who were well-matched with the Pfizer cohort for genotypic ancestry and genotyping platform. Trial samples were collected for antipsychotic medications across outpatient and inpatient treatment settings. All participating cases had a diagnosis of schizophrenia and were assessed using a structural clinical interview by trained interviewers, with systematic procedures to quality-control diagnostic accuracy and reliability trials across participating sites in the United States and internationally. Purchased blood samples were obtained from PrecisionMed International by Pharmacia and Upjohn Corporation, and were collected from diagnosed subjects with schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder. All studies were reviewed by both central and local institutional review boards, depending on the study site, before recruitment of subjects started. Protocol amendments were approved while the study was in progress and before the data were unblinded. The studies were conducted in conformity with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration Code of Federal Regulations (21CFR, Part 50) and the Declaration of Helsinki and its amendments and were consistent with Good Clinical Practice and the applicable regulatory requirements. Participants provided written informed consent before enrolment. An optional blood sample was collected from clinical trial subjects for pharmacogenetic analysis to investigate potential associations between genetic variant drug response and general characteristics of schizophrenia and related disorders. Sample collection was not required for participation in the original clinical trials. The controls (A9011027) were recruited in a multi-site, cross-sectional, non-treatment prospective trial to collect data, including DNA, from cognitive normal and free of psychiatric diseases elderly subjects in the US. Subjects were specifically recruited to match the gender, age, and ethnicity information from the LEADe	extsuperscript{103} and UCSD MCI	extsuperscript{104} studies. The study described here is within the scope of patient consent.

**Palotie, A | Finland | scz_xfii3m_eur_sr-qc**

We recruited participants as part of the THL Psychiatric Family Collections, a Finnish nationwide collection of families with schizophrenia spectrum disorders. The control participants are from several different population-based cohorts: the Finnish Health 2000 survey, the National FINRISK Study, Northern Finland Birth Cohort (NFBC) and Helsinki Birth Cohort Study (HBCS). For the analysis the controls were selected based on PCA matching. The Finnish Schizophrenia Family Study sample was identified from nationwide Finnish health care registers. Affected subjects were ascertained using three nationwide registers: the Finnish Hospital Discharge Register, the Finnish Pension Register, and the Finnish Medication Reimbursement Register. The family members of affected individuals were subsequently identified from the Finnish Population Information System, and health care register information was obtained for them as well. For the diagnostic assessment, medical records were collected from all in- and outpatient mental health treatment contacts. The probands were contacted through their treating psychiatrist, and the rest of the sample was contacted with the proband’s permission. The lifetime diagnoses were evaluated according to DSM-IV	extsuperscript{51} criteria. Each case was evaluated independently by two psychiatrists, who were blind to register diagnoses and family structure, and in case of disagreement, a third psychiatrist evaluated the lifetime diagnosis and a consensus was made. One of the psychiatrists completed the Operational Criteria Checklist (OPCRIT)	extsuperscript{99} based on lifetime review of symptoms. In addition, one third of the sample participated in a clinical assessment, consisting of the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV (SCIDI and SCID-II)\textsuperscript{56}, symptom assessment using the Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS)\textsuperscript{105} and the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS)\textsuperscript{106} and neuropsychological testing. These assessments were done by psychiatrists, trained psychologists or psychiatric nurses. Blood samples were collected from all participants. The study was approved by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health of Finland, the Ethics Committee of the National Public Health Institute of Finland (since 1 January 2009 National Institute for Health and Welfare), and the Ethics Committee of the Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa.

Pato, C | Portugal | scz_xport_eur_sr-qc
Cases and controls lived in Portugal, the Azorean and Madeiran islands, or were the direct (first or second-generation) Portuguese immigrant population in the US, as previously described\textsuperscript{73}. Controls were not biologically related to cases. All participants gave written informed consent and the IRB of SUNY Upstate Medical University approved the protocol. The samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute.

Pato, C | Multiple sites | scz_gpc2a_eur_sr-qc
We recruited participants as part of the Genomic Psychiatry Cohort (GPC), a study based in the Los Angeles that recruited controls and cases living and being treated in local communities and healthcare delivery systems. This sample has been described elsewhere\textsuperscript{107}. Case participants were interviewed using the Diagnostic Interview for Psychosis and Affective Disorders (DI-PAD)\textsuperscript{108}, a semi-structured clinical interview administered by mental health professionals. Inclusion criteria for cases included meeting lifetime diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (any subtype) in accordance with the OPCRIT\textsuperscript{99} algorithms for DSM-IV and/or ICD-10 criteria, and/or DSM-5\textsuperscript{51,52,109}. Individuals reporting no lifetime symptoms indicative of psychosis or mania and who had no first-degree relatives with these symptoms were included as control participants. Exclusion criteria included any premorbid organic mental disorders and premorbid history of significant drug or alcohol dependence by DSM-IV/5\textsuperscript{51,109} that confounds the diagnosis of schizophrenia. DNA was extracted from whole blood. All participants gave written informed consent and the IRB of the participating institutions approved the protocol.

Petryshen, T | Boston, US (CIDAR) | scz_xcims_eur_sr-qc
Cases were recruited from inpatient and outpatient settings in the Boston area by clinician referral, through review of medical records, or through advertisements in local media. Cases were diagnosed with DSM-IV schizophrenia through a structured clinical interview (SCID) by trained interviewers with review of medical records and a best estimate diagnostic procedure including reliability trials across interviewers. A psychiatrist or a PhD-level mental health professional made the final diagnostic determination. Controls were ascertained through local advertisements from the same geographical area. Ethical approval was provided by local ethics committees and all participants gave written informed consent.

Rietschel, M; Rujescu, D; Nöthen, M | Bonn/Mannheim, Germany | scz_xboco_eur_sr-qc
These German samples were collected by separate groups within the MooDS Consortium in Mannheim, Bonn, Munich and Jena. For the PGC analyses, the samples were combined by chip and ancestry. In Bonn/Mannheim, cases were ascertained as previously described\textsuperscript{89}. Controls were drawn from three population-based epidemiological studies (PopGen)\textsuperscript{110}, the Cooperative Health Research in the Region of Augsburg (KORA) study\textsuperscript{111}, and the Heinz Nixdorf Recall (HNR) study\textsuperscript{112}. All participants gave written informed consent and the local ethics committees approved the human subjects protocols. Additional controls were randomly selected from a Munich-based community sample and screened for the presence of anxiety and affective disorders using the
Ripke, S | Berlin | scz_bep1b
The Berlin Psychosis Study (BePS) is a case-control sample initiated in greater Berlin aiming to facilitate the discovery of novel genetic variants associated with schizophrenia. The current sample consists of individuals of Caucasian ancestry. Participants were primarily recruited from inpatient and outpatient facilities of eight collaborating hospitals and secondarily from the general population. Lifetime diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder according to ICD-10 was ensured by referral from the attending clinicians and/or access to medical records. In addition, we recruited control subjects into the study via local advertisement and participant databases. Control subjects were excluded if they had ever been diagnosed with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder or bipolar disorder. Ethical approval for the study was granted by the local ethics committee at Charité Universitätsmedizin, Berlin. Saliva samples were collected from each participant using OraGene-510 DNA-Self-Collection Kits (DNA Genotek, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada).

Rujescu, D | Munich, Germany | scz_xmunc_eur_sr-qc
For the Munich sample, cases were ascertained from the Munich area of Germany, as described previously. The controls were unrelated volunteers randomly selected from the general population of Munich. All were screened to exclude a history of psychosis/central neurological disease either personally or in a first-degree relative. All participants gave written informed consent and the local ethics committees approved the human subjects protocols.

Serretti, A | Italy | scz_serri_eur_sr-qc
Unrelated subjects with chronic psychotic disorders admitted to participating psychiatric units with a DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of schizophrenia were recruited. All patients were of Italian origin. Selected participants were inpatients receiving care from the national mental health service at the Psychiatric Unit of the San Filippo Neri Hospital (Rome, Italy) and at the nursing home (RSA) San Raffaele “Villa dei Fiori” (Rome, Italy) between 2011 and 2012. A subsample was previously described elsewhere. All patients were under antipsychotic treatment. Subjects were included if they had capacity to give informed consent, sufficient Italian language skills to complete the study measures, were not intellectually disabled, and were not considered a risk to the safety of research staff. Healthy controls were recruited and included in the context of a medical screening, no formal psychiatric interview was administered but the absence of major and invalidating psychiatric disorder was recorded. The study was approved by the San Raffaele Pisana and by ASL RME Ethics Committees, and all participants provided written informed consent.

St Clair, D | Aberdeen, UK | scz_xaber_eur_sr-qc
Ascertainment and inclusion/exclusion criteria for cases and controls have been previously described. All participating subjects were born in the UK (95% Scotland) and gave written informed consent. Both local and multiregional academic ethical committee approved the human subjects protocol. The samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute.

Stefánsson, K | Iceland (SGENE+, deCODE) | NA
Stefánsson, K | Non-Icelandic (SGENE+, deCODE) | NA
This sample had two components. The first consisted of cases and controls recruited in Iceland. Diagnoses were assigned either 1) according to Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC) using the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia Lifetime Version (SADS-L) as described previously or 2) using ICD-10 criteria for schizophrenia (F20) or schizoaffective disorder (F25).
Controls were recruited as part of various genetic programs at deCODE and were not screened for psychiatric disorders. The non-Icelandic sample included cases and controls from Hungary, Italy, Georgia, Macedonia, Russia and Serbia. Recruitment and diagnosis for the individuals from Italy, Georgia, Macedonia, Russia and Serbia has been described\(^{89,115}\). Hungarian inpatients and outpatients with a DSM-IV\(^{51}\) diagnosis of schizophrenia were recruited from the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Semmelweis University and the Psychiatry Unit of Szent János Hospital, both in Budapest. Criteria for exclusion were severely disorganized behaviour that prevented patient cooperation and severe comorbidity, such as neurological disorders, head trauma, mental retardation, or substance-abuse. The DSM-IV diagnosis for schizophrenia excluding schizoaffective disorder was validated using the MINI Neuropsychiatric Interview\(^{72}\). Healthy controls were recruited from the employees and students of Semmelweis University and outpatients of the Department of Internal Medicine after screening for psychiatric disorders. All studies were approved by local ethics committees, and all participants provided written, informed consent. Genotyping was carried out at deCODE Genetics.

Sullivan, PF | US (CATIE) | scz_xcati_eur_sr-qc
Cases were collected as part of the Clinical Antipsychotics Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) project and ascertainment was previously described\(^{116–118}\). Participants were recruited from multiple sites in the USA with informed written consent and approval from the IRBs at each CATIE site and the University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill). The control subjects were collected by MGS (described above) and gave online informed consent and were fully anonymized. There was no overlap with controls included in the MGS collaboration sample. Data availability: genotype data for this study are available as a part of the Schizophrenia 20.21 resource, study 17, at the NIMH Repository & Genomics Resource: https://www.nimhgenetics.org/download-tool/SZ.

Sullivan, PF; Sklar P; Hultman C | Sweden | scz_xswe1_eur_sr-qc
Sullivan, PF; Sklar P; Hultman C | Sweden | scz_xs234_eur_sr-qc
Sullivan, PF; Sklar P; Hultman C | Sweden | scz_xswe5_eur_sr-qc
Sullivan, PF; Sklar P; Hultman C | Sweden | scz_xswe6_eur_sr-qc
Samples from the Swedish Schizophrenia Study were collected in a multi-year project and genotypes in six batches (sw1-6). Reference \(^{119}\) is the main report for this study but, in order to further progress in the field, sw1-2 were included in reference \(^{73}\) and sw1-4 in reference \(^{120}\). All procedures were approved by ethical committees at the Karolinska Institutet and the University of North Carolina, and all subjects provided written informed consent (or legal guardian consent and subject assent). All samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute. Cases with schizophrenia were identified via the Swedish Hospital Discharge Register which captures all public and private inpatient hospitalizations. The register is complete from 1987 and is augmented by psychiatric data from 1973-1986. The register contains International Classification of Disease discharge diagnoses made by attending physicians for each hospitalization. Case inclusion criteria included ≥2 hospitalizations with a discharge diagnosis of schizophrenia, both parents born in Scandinavia and age ≥18 years. Case exclusion criteria included hospital register diagnosis of any medical or psychiatric disorder mitigating a confident diagnosis of schizophrenia as determined by expert review. The validity of this case definition of schizophrenia was strongly supported by clinical, epidemiological, genetic epidemiological and genetic evidence (see the Supplementary Note in reference \(^{119}\)). Controls were selected at random from Swedish population registers, with the goal of obtaining an appropriate control group and avoiding ‘super-normal’ controls. Control inclusion criteria included never being hospitalized for schizophrenia or bipolar disorder (given evidence of genetic overlap with schizophrenia), both parents born in Scandinavia and age of ≥18 years. Data availability: genotype data for these studies are available as a part of the Schizophrenia 20.21 resource at the NIMH Repository & Genomics Resource: https://www.nimhgenetics.org/download-tool/SZ.
We recruited participants as part of the GROUP STUDY, a study based in The Netherlands and (Dutch speaking part of) Belgium. Patients were identified through clinicians working in regional psychosis departments or academic centres, whose caseload was screened for inclusion criteria. Subsequently, a group of patients presenting consecutively at these services either as outpatients or inpatients were recruited for the study. This sample has been described in the GROUP method paper\textsuperscript{121}. Participants were interviewed by trained research assistants, psychologists, psychiatrists, nurses and PhD students. Psychiatric diagnosis was established according to criteria of DSM-IV\textsuperscript{51}. Inclusion criteria for patients were the following: (1) age range of 16 to 50 years, (2) a diagnosis of non-affective psychotic disorder according to DSM-IV\textsuperscript{51} criteria, (3) good command of the Dutch language, and (4) able and willing to give written informed consent. Inclusion criteria for healthy controls were the following: (1) age range of 16 and 50 years, (2) no lifetime psychotic disorder, (3) no first degree family member with a lifetime psychotic disorder (4) good command of the Dutch language, and (5) able and willing to give written informed consent. The healthy control participants underwent similar structured and unstructured interviewing to the cases, to screen for both psychiatric and non-psychiatric illness.

This sample is part of the EUGEI and has been described previously\textsuperscript{57,58}.

These samples derived from the CardiffCOGS2 study and recruitment was via secondary care, mainly outpatient, NHS mental health services in Wales and England. These patients were not exclusively taking clozapine at the time of their recruitment. All cases underwent a SCAN interview\textsuperscript{77} and case note review followed by consensus research diagnostic procedures and were included if they had a DSM-IV\textsuperscript{51} schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder-depressive type diagnosis, as previously reported\textsuperscript{122,123}. The CardiffCOGS samples were recruited and genotyped in two waves: CardiffCOGS1 (see immediately below), included in a previous GWAS\textsuperscript{124}, and CardiffCOGS2, this current sample, both following the same procedures and protocol.

These samples constituted the CardiffCOGS1 study. Cases were recruited from community mental health teams in Wales and England on the basis of a clinical diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (depressed sub-type) as described previously\textsuperscript{125}. Diagnosis was confirmed following a SCAN\textsuperscript{90} interview and review of case notes followed by consensus diagnosis according to DSM-IV\textsuperscript{51} criteria. The samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute. The UK Multicentre Research Ethics Committee (MREC) approved the study and all participants provided valid informed consent.

We collected blood samples from those with treatment-resistant schizophrenia (TRS) in the UK through the mandatory clozapine blood-monitoring system for those taking clozapine, an antipsychotic licensed for TRS. Following national research ethics approval and in line with UK Human Tissue Act regulations we worked in partnership with the commercial companies that manufacture and monitor clozapine in the UK. We ascertained anonymous aliquots of the blood samples collected as part of the regular blood monitoring that takes place whilst taking clozapine due to a rare haematological adverse effect, agranulocytosis. The sample was assembled in
collaboration with Leyden Delta (Nijmegen, Netherlands), a major company involved in the supply Treatment Access System (ZTAS), provided whole-blood samples and anonymised phenotypic information. Both Clozaril® and Zaponex® are bioequivalent brands of clozapine licensed in the UK. The sample has been described previously123.

Walters, J; O’Donovan, M; Owen M | UK (CLOZUK) | scz_xclm2_eur_sr-qc
Walters, J; O’Donovan, M; Owen M | UK (CLOZUK) | scz_xclo3_eur_sr-qc
CLOZUK cases were taking the antipsychotic clozapine and had received a clinical diagnosis of treatment-resistant schizophrenia. Patients taking clozapine provide blood samples to allow detection of adverse drug-effects. Through collaboration with Novartis (the manufacturer of a proprietary form of clozapine, Clozaril), we acquired blood from people with treatment-resistant schizophrenia according to the clozapine registration forms completed by treating psychiatrists as previously reported126. The samples were genotyped at the Broad Institute. The UK Multicentre Research Ethics Committee (MREC) approved the study. The controls were drawn from the WTCCC2 control samples (~3,000 from the 1958 British Birth Cohort and ~3,000 samples from the UK Blood Service Control Group). An additional 900 controls, held by Cardiff University, were recruited from the UK National Blood Transfusion Service. They were not specifically screened for psychiatric illness. All control samples were from participants who provided informed consent.

Weinberger, D | NIMH CBDB | scz_xlie2_eur_sr-qc
Weinberger, D | NIMH CBDB | scz_xlie5_eur_sr-qc
Subjects were recruited from the Clinical Brain Disorders Branch of the NIMH ‘Sibling Study’ as previously described127. In brief, cases and controls gave informed consent and only participants of European ancestry were included in the current analysis. Cases completed a structured clinical interview and were diagnosed with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders. Samples were genotyped at the NIMH. Data availability: genotype data for this study are available as a part of the Schizophrenia 20.21 resource at the NIMH Repository & Genomics Resource: https://www.nimhgenetics.org/download-tool/SZ.

Werge, T | Denmark | scz_xdenm_eur_sr-qc
Cases were ascertained through psychiatric departments and twin pair studies and were of Danish parentage for at least the prior three generations. The controls were collected at the University of Aarhus, and included 500 medical students, all of Danish parentage for at least three generations. All subjects gave written informed consent and the Danish Data Protection Agency and the ethics committees of Denmark approved the human subjects protocol.

Asian samples
All fourteen Asian samples (bix1, bix2, bix3, cnol[bjm1], hku1, imh1, imh2, jpn1, kor1, tai1, tai2, umc1, uwa1, xju1) in this study have been described in previous publications31,128–131.

African-American and Latino samples
Cases and controls of African-American and Latino ancestry were ascertained from the Genomic Psychiatry Cohort (GPC)132. GPC participants were drawn from cases and controls living and being treated in local communities and healthcare delivery systems. All participants enrolled as probable cases were interviewed using the Diagnostic Interview for Psychosis and Affective Disorders (DI-PAD), a semi-structured clinical interview administered by mental health professionals. The DI-PAD was developed specifically for the GPC study using the same principles as were applied in the development of the Diagnostic Interview for Psychosis – Diagnostic Module (DIP-DM)133, and incorporates questions developed for the Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies (DIGS)64. Inclusion criteria for cases include meeting lifetime diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (any subtype) in accordance with the OPCRIT algorithms for DSM-IV78.
and/or ICD-10\textsuperscript{52} criteria, and/or DSM-5\textsuperscript{109}. Individuals reporting no lifetime symptoms indicative of psychosis or mania and who have no first-degree relatives with these symptoms are included as control participants. Exclusion criteria included any premorbid organic mental disorders (i.e., epilepsy, CNS infection, significant head trauma, mental retardation), and premorbid history of significant drug or alcohol dependence by DSM IV/5 that confounds the diagnosis of schizophrenia. All participants gave written informed consent and the IRB of the participating institutions approved the protocol.

Blood-derived DNA for additional cases and controls meeting the same inclusion and exclusion criteria were obtained from the NIMH Repository, including the Molecular Genetics of Schizophrenia (MGS)\textsuperscript{86,87,134}, COGS\textsuperscript{135}, and PAARTNERS\textsuperscript{136} studies.

**Control cohorts descriptions**

**Wellcome Trust Case-Control Consortium 2**
Wellcome Trust Case-Control Consortium unscreened controls from the UK Blood Bank and 1958 Birth Cohort (NCDS).

**Generation Scotland**
Samples from individuals recruited by the Generation Scotland Scottish Family Health Study. While in the original design there was no selection on the basis of medical status or history, these controls have been screened for psychiatric disorders using SCID criteria.

**dbGAP** We obtained control genotypes from dbGAP, accession numbers: phs000021.v3.p2, phs000294.v1.p1

**Sample Description Table.** Information on the genotyping chip, number of cases and controls with breakdown by sex, and number of genotyped SNPs is provided for each sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Ancestry</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>N all</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>No sex</th>
<th>N SNPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scz_xume2_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>OMEX</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>2233</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>625174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xtop8_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>A6.0</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>694404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_to10c_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>OMEX</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>5040</td>
<td>6010</td>
<td>2946</td>
<td>3064</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>605462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_eusp2_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>COEX</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>360801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_celso_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>PSYC</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>1517</td>
<td>3547</td>
<td>1377</td>
<td>2170</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>296859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_eutu2_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>COEX</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>1083</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>292450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_geba1_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>PSYC</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>225788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz.sb2a_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>OMEX</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>479655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xedin_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>A6.0</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>686101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xaarh_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>I650</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>1756</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>570800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_cog1s1_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>PSYC</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>395587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xpewb_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>I1M</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>2533</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>1412</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>730963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xpewb_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>I1M</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>758373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xmsaf_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>I650</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>772796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_rosin_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>PSYC</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>346567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xdubl_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>OMEX</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>1132</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>684202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_du2a_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>COEX</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>311797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xirwt_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>A6.0</td>
<td>1309</td>
<td>1022</td>
<td>2331</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>1438</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>691537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_gap1a_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>COEX</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>318675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_enric_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>PSYC</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>1274</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>379548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xgras_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>omni</td>
<td>1086</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>2318</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>1489</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>593545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xegcu_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>omni</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>1177</td>
<td>1416</td>
<td>1037</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>610089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xswe6_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>omni</td>
<td>1094</td>
<td>1062</td>
<td>1251</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>631239</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ms.scz_grtr1_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>COEX</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>308001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_gro2a_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>COEX</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>318633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_eu5me_eur_sa-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>COEX</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>259434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_cgs1c_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>OMEX</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>3115</td>
<td>3639</td>
<td>1766</td>
<td>1873</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>539647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xcou3_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>omni</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>700613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_clz2a_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>OMEX</td>
<td>5370</td>
<td>6940</td>
<td>12310</td>
<td>5527</td>
<td>6779</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>556861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xlie5_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>I550</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>898</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>495531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xlie2_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>O25</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1503067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xpfla_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>I550</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>1174</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>471418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scz_xdenm_eur_sr-qc</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>I650</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>555486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cno1[bjm1]</td>
<td>ASN</td>
<td>Zhonghua-8</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>2036</td>
<td>3368</td>
<td>1582</td>
<td>1786</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>869413</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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